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Abstract 
 

Parallel adaptation to similar environmental pressures provides ideal model systems to study 

the repeatability of evolution in nature. Such replicated natural experiments can also provide 

important insights into the genomic basis of adaptations. However, well-documented examples 

are rare, particularly in plants. Here, I brought new evidence of parallel evolution from three 

plant systems facing one of the most challenging selective environments – alpine stands and 

toxic serpentine soils. Further, I leveraged the cases of naturally replicated parallel adaptation 

in Arabidopsis arenosa to study the extent of phenotypic and genomic parallelism and to 

address the evolutionary sources of the parallel genetic underpinnings. 

By combining population genetic and experimental approaches I documented the 

complex interplay of adaptive, historical, and ecological processes in parallel evolution. The 

island-like distribution of high-elevation and serpentine habitats promoted their independent 

colonizations by distinct genetic lineages of A. arenosa and Primula elatior separately in each 

geographic region. Further, I showed how challenging environments structure genetic diversity 

within a species. For instance, I found higher genetic differentiation among (sub)alpine 

populations than among foothill populations. This suggests that mountain ridges act as 

migration barriers reducing gene flow among (sub)alpine populations. Moreover, colonization 

of (sub)alpine or serpentine habitats did not result in loss of genetic diversity suggesting rather 

gradual colonization by large populations than a strong bottleneck. 

Taking advantage of multiple natural replicates of alpine and serpentine populations of 

A. arenosa, I quantified the magnitude of phenotypic parallelism and investigated its neutral 

and adaptive determinants and showed considerable differences among the systems. While in 

the alpine system, only a subset of traits showed a parallel response, I showed pervasive 

parallelism in serpentine A. arenosa in functional traits including similarly modified ion uptake 

differentiating serpentine and non-serpentine populations.  

Further, I studied the genetic basis of five-fold parallel serpentine adaptation in 

A. arenosa. I detected significant parallelism, both at the gene and functional level involving 

e.g. ion homeostasis, inorganic anion transport, calcium transmembrane transporter activity, 

and response to metal ions. Next, I inferred the evolutionary sources of the parallel adaptive 

variation. I found that shared variation is the predominant source of parallel adaptive variants, 

in line with the population genomic properties of the highly variable and recently diverged 

tetraploid populations of A. arenosa. However, I also discovered an exceptional parallel locus 

candidate, TPC1, with parallel de novo mutations in a single codon in two distinct serpentine 

populations. Such a finding demonstrates that the rapid selection of novel alleles is still feasible 

in autopolyploids, perhaps reflecting the maintenance of a large pool of pre-existing variation 

and increased rates of beneficial alleles in organisms with doubled genomes. 

In summary, cases of parallel evolution provide important insights into evolutionary 

drivers of adaptation and the identification of novel models of parallel evolution is a fruitful 

approach. The next step will be to deconstruct complex adaptations and find the crucial link 

between the phenotypic effect of a locus and its adaptive value in challenging environments. 

With a deeper understanding of the genetic architecture of repeated adaptations, closing this 

gap is not far off. 
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Abstrakt 
 

Paralelní adaptace na podobné tlaky prostředí poskytuje ideální modelový systém pro studium 

opakovatelnosti evoluce v přírodě. Takovéto přírodní experimenty nám mohou také poskytnout 

důležité poznatky o genomické podstatě adaptací. Dobře zdokumentované příklady paralelní 

evoluce jsou však zejména u rostlin vzácné. Má práce dokumentuje paralelní evoluci u tří 

rostlinných systémů, které se přizpůsobily na jedny z nejnáročnějších selektivních prostředí – 

vysokohorská stanoviště a toxické hadcové půdy. Dále jsem jsem studovala rozsah paralelismu 

na fenotypové a genotypové úrovni u Arabidopsis arenosa spolu s evolučními zdroji paralelních 

genetických variant. 

 Kombinací populačně genetických a experimentálních přístupů jsem ukázala na 

komplexní souhru adaptivních, historických a ekologických procesů během paralelní evoluce. 

Izolované ostrovy horských a hadcových stanovišť umožnily jejich nezávislou kolonizaci 

odlišnými genetickými liniemi A. arenosa a Primula elatior v jednotlivých regionech. Ukázala 

jsem také, jakým způsobem se v rámci druhu mění genetická diverzita po kolonizaci nových 

prostředí. Zjistila jsem například vyšší genetickou diferenciaci mezi (sub)alpskými populacemi 

než mezi populacemi podhorskými. To naznačuje, že horské hřebeny představují migrační 

bariéru snižující genový tok mezi (sub)alpskými populacemi. Navíc kolonizace 

(sub)alpínských nebo hadcových stanovišť nevedla ke ztrátě genetické diverzity, což naznačuje 

spíše postupnou kolonizaci než silný bottleneck. 

 S využitím mnoha adaptovaných alpských a hadcových populací A. arenosa jsem 

kvantifikovala rozsah fenotypového paralelismu a zkoumala jeho neutrální a adaptivní 

determinanty a ukázala jsem na značné rozdíly mezi oběma systémy. Zatímco v alpském 

systému vykazovala paralelismus pouze podskupina znaků, u hadcových populací A. arenosa 

byl paralelismus všudypřítomný, a to například ve funkčních vlastnostech včetně podobně 

modifikovaného příjmu iontů odlišujícího hadcové a nehadcové populace. 

 Dále jsem studovala genetickou podstatu pětinásobné paralelní hadcové adaptace u 

A. arenosa. Zjistila jsem signifikantní paralelismus, jak na genové, tak na funkční úrovni 

zahrnující např. iontovou homeostázu, transport anorganických aniontů, aktivitu 

transmembránového transportéru vápníku a reakci na ionty kovů. Dále jsem studovala evoluční 

zdroje paralelních adaptivních variant. Zjistila jsem, že převládajícím zdrojem paralelních 

adaptivních variant je jejich sdílení, což je v souladu s vysoce variabilními a nedávno 

divergovanými tetraploidními populacemi A. arenosa. Překvapivým zjištěným bylo objevení 

paralelních de novo mutací v konzervovaném místě genu TPC1 u dvou nezávislých hadcových 

populací. Takové zjištění ukazuje, že rychlá selekce nových alel je stále možná i u 

autopolyploidů, což může odrážet jejich velkou genetickou variabilitu a zvýšenou míru 

výhodných alel v organismech se zdvojenými genomy. 

 Závěrem, doložené příklady spolu s novými systémy paralelní evoluce nám poskytují 

důležité poznatky o evolučních adaptačních mechanismech. Dalším krokem bude de-

konstrukce procesu adaptace a nalezení klíčového spojení mezi fenotypovým efektem lokusu a 

jeho adaptivní hodnotou v náročných prostředích. Díky hlubšímu pochopením genetické 

architektury opakovaných adaptací k tomu nebudeme mít daleko. 
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Part A – General chapters 
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1 Concept of parallelism 
 

The same environmental pressure can cause similar phenotypic responses in phylogenetically 

distant populations. In turn, if the same phenotypes independently emerge in similar habitats it 

is more probable that these features evolved under natural selection than only due to the 

stochastic forces (Lenormand et al., 2009). Depending on the phylogenetic relatedness, we 

traditionally recognize parallel or convergent evolution of closely or distantly related genetic 

lineages responding to similar selection pressure (Arendt and Reznick, 2008). In convergent 

evolution, typical for distantly related genetic lineages, similar phenotypes evolved from 

different initial phenotypes (Bolnick et al., 2018). In my thesis, I focus on the parallel evolution 

of intraspecific lineages evolving from similar initial conditions. These cases of repeated 

evolution in natural populations represent independent biological replicates, which provide us 

insights into the mechanisms that facilitate parallel adaptation in nature (Yeaman et al., 2018). 

To study these evolutionary mechanisms, we first need to characterize a suitable model and 

quantify the extent of genetic and phenotypic parallelism among its populations. Although 

repeated emergence of similar phenotypes has been documented in many species in nature 

(Levin, 2001), we still have only limited knowledge, especially in plants, about the extent and 

mechanisms governing parallelism at the genomic level. The study of parallel evolution is an 

emerging and rapidly developing field of evolutionary genomics because cases of parallel 

adaptation provide an ideal experimental set-up for testing if the same variants, genes or 

functions were repeatedly selected (Stern, 2013). 

Independent colonization of challenging habitats is promoted by the island-like 

distribution, when populations from ecologically contrasting environments, which can 

eventually evolve into ecotypes, repeatedly occur in close proximity over multiple sites in the 

landscape (Rundle and Nosil, 2005). A first, although indirect, evidence of parallel evolution is 

when populations cluster according to geography but not ecology – i.e. a sister position of 

populations from contrasting environments within the same geographic region inferred from 

selectively neutral genome-wide markers (Fig. 1A; Quesada et al., 2007; Roda et al., 2013; 

Butlin et al., 2014; James, Arenas-Castro, et al., 2021). In the single origin scenario, we expect 

a sister position of populations from the same environments among geographic regions as both 

arose once from the ancestral population, which was followed by range expansion (Fig. 1B). 

These two scenarios can be hard to distinguish if high gene flow occurs between ecotypes 

within geographic regions (Coyne and Orr, 2004). Therefore, distinguishing between these 

scenarios in a formalized, testable way, as well as quantifying gene flow between ecotypes is a 

prerequisite for a better understanding of the dynamics of parallel evolution in nature. Relying 

on the fact that challenging habitats in each geographic region were colonized by different 

genetic groups, we can conclude that parallel adaptation arose independently via similar 

selection pressures.  
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary scenarios of colonization of island-like habitats illustrated by an alpine environment. A) 

Parallel origin scenario of independent colonization of alpine habitats (A) from foothill populations (F) in each 

geographic region. B) Single origin of alpine populations followed by migration among alpine habitats across 

geographical regions. Note: grey dots = alpine populations; black dots = foothill populations; arrows = colonization 

events. 
 

Repeated emergence of similar ecotypes due to ecological divergence was documented 

in some iconic examples from the animal kingdom (Fig. 2). A burst of genomic studies in the 

last decade showed parallel evolution as a more frequent phenomenon than was expected 

(Wood et al., 2005). Besides the well-known examples of parallel evolution from freshwater 

vs. marine ecotypes in threespine stickleback fish Gasterosteus aculeatus (Colosimo et al., 

2005; Jones et al., 2012), crab vs. wave adapted ecotypes in marine snail Littorina saxatilis 

(Butlin et al., 2014), ecotypes adapted to different host plant species in stick insect Timema 

cristinae (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014; Nosil et al., 2018), there are many more recent studies 

comprehensively showing parallel evolution in lake-stream cichlid fish Astatotilapia burtoni 

(Weber et al., 2021), saltmarsh beetle Pogonus chalceus adapted to different water regimes 

(Van Belleghem et al., 2018) or coastal vs. offshore bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus 

(Louis et al., 2021). In contrast, well-documented examples of parallel evolution in plants are 

still rare. Parallel evolution has been comprehensively documented with genetic data for high- 

and low- elevation Heliosperma pusillum (Trucchi et al., 2017; Szukala et al., 2021), Zea mays 

(Fustier et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2021), and Populus trichocarpa (Holliday et al., 2016), annual 

vs. perennial ecotypes of Oryza (Cai et al., 2019), dune vs. non-dune Helianthus petiolaris 

(Andrew et al., 2012) and Senecio lautus (Roda et al., 2013; James, Wilkinson, et al., 2021), 

serpentine vs. non-serpentine Solidago virgaurea (Sakaguchi et al., 2017) and Cerastium 

alpinum (Berglund et al., 2004) or coastal vs. mine Silene uniflora (Papadopulos et al., 2021) 

(Fig. 2). Beyond that, we generally have only limited knowledge about the extent of phenotypic 

and genomic parallelism even in most of the above-mentioned examples and, importantly, about 

its mechanisms and evolutionary sources. In particular, there is a lack of such parallel examples 

in genetically well-tractable model species which allow more in-depth analyses and 

comprehensive interpretations. 
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Fig. 2. Repeated emergence of similar ecotypes in selected model species for parallel evolution. A) marine vs. 

freshwater ecotypes in threespine stickleback fish Gasterosteus aculeatus. B) wave vs. crab ecotypes in marine 

snail Littorina saxatilis. C) alpine vs. montane ecotypes in Heliosperma pusillum. D) dune vs. headland ecotypes 

in Senecio lautus. Illustrations: V. Konečná 

 

1.1 Varying extent of phenotypic and genomic parallelism 
 

Although examples of particular parallel traits are ubiquitous in evolutionary literature, only 

few studies, mainly on animals quantified parallelism comprehensively across multiple 

morphological, life history or behavioural traits (but see James, Wilkinson et al., 2021). In 

general, individual phenotypes are more frequently measured in fully developed individuals, 

which prevents the exploration of potential phenotypic parallelism even in juvenile stages and 

further investigation of parallel trait development and dynamics over time. For instance, one of 

the most iconic parallel phenotypes evolved in threespine stickleback fish in freshwater 

populations with reduced defensive armour lateral plates (Colosimo et al., 2005) (Fig. 2). 

However, Stuart et al. (2017) showed that the direction and magnitude of phenotypic divergence 

in lake-stream threespine stickleback are not fully parallel among the population pairs. 

A B 

C D 
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Cases of repeatedly evolved phenotypes provide ideal systems for studying the genetic 

basis of parallel evolution (Elmer and Meyer, 2011; Stern, 2013). Selection on different 

biological levels from variants and genes up to the functions can lead to similar phenotypes 

(Stern, 2013). There are two major genetic mechanisms underlying parallel phenotypes. 

Firstly, the same locus can be under selection repeatedly in different populations, which may 

underlie parallel phenotypes. Repeated selection on the Eda locus in freshwater threespine 

stickleback fish (Colosimo et al., 2005) or on flowering time gene FRI in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Korves et al., 2007) are examples of parallelism by genes. Secondly, repeated selection on 

different genes belonging to the same functional pathway in different populations – functional 

parallelism – may happen. This is a pervasive mechanism found generally across the majority 

of studies investigating the genomic basis of parallelism, e.g. in auxin hormone pathway leading 

to the selection of multiple genes related to shoot gravitropism in Senecio lautus (James, 

Allsopp, et al., 2021), in functions responsible for trichome development in 

Heliosperma pusillum (Szukala et al., 2021), or in response to heavy metal stress in 

Silene uniflora (Papadopulos et al., 2021). 

 

1.2 Causes of non-parallel evolution 
 

Independently evolved populations are rarely identical, representing rather a non-parallel 

continuum (Stuart et al., 2017; Bolnick et al., 2018). Deviations from parallel response may 

reflect a complex interplay of demographic history, population age, genetic background – 

genetic architecture of selected traits and availability of different pools of initial variation, 

genetic drift, local environmental heterogeneity, and of varying intensity of gene flow (Nosil 

and Crespi, 2004; Kolbe et al., 2012; Leinonen et al., 2013; Lucek et al., 2014; Rosenblum et 

al., 2014; Fraïsse and Welch, 2019; James, Arenas-Castro, et al., 2021). Therefore, both 

deterministic and stochastic processes can lead to non-parallel patterns identified frequently in 

systems of parallel evolution (Bolnick et al., 2018). Furthermore, phenotypic similarity across 

populations can also reflect short-term phenotypic plasticity, non-heritable differences in 

reaction to distinct environments, which may facilitate colonization of new habitats (Corl et al., 

2018; Szukala et al., 2021). The combination of neutral and selective processes mentioned 

above can cause non-parallel deviations, which have been recently identified even in many 

iconic examples of parallel evolution animals such as threespine stickleback (Stuart et al., 2017; 

Magalhaes et al., 2021), salmonid fish Salvelinus alpinus (Jacobs et al., 2020), guppy Poecilia 

reticulata (Whiting et al., 2021), cichlid (Weber et al., 2021), marine snail (Morales et al., 

2019), and songbird Parus major (Salmón et al., 2021), and also in plants – Arabidopsis 

arenosa or Senecio lautus (Knotek et al., 2020; Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021; James, 

Wilkinson, et al., 2021). 

  Environmental heterogeneity poses multiple challenges, which can be enhanced or 

diminished by selection. Specifically, non-parallelism between similar environments can arise 

from other environmental factors – environmental constraints – across environmental gradients 

if they exist. We suppose that the extent of parallelism covaries with the levels of environmental 

heterogeneity as was shown e.g. in threespine stickleback (Stuart et al., 2017). Importantly, the 

choice of measured environmental factors describing the complex challenging environments 

has a large impact on the quantification of parallelism (Stuart et al., 2017; Langerhans, 2018).   

Besides environmental constraints, also genetic constraints can lead to non-parallelism. 

For instance, the genetic architecture of traits, including the size of genetic effects underlying 

adaptive phenotypes, number of genomic regions, recombination rate, degree of genetic 

redundancy, or pleiotropy (when one gene is affecting multiple phenotypes (Hoban et al., 

2016)), has a large impact on the extent of non-parallelism (Láruson et al., 2020). Genetic 

constraint, specifically genetic redundancy, i.e. mutations in different genes (possibly within 
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the same pathway), has been observed for example in colouration. The light/dark colour is 

achieved in the majority of animals including mice or lizards by changes at Mc1r gene 

(Manceau et al., 2010; Rosenblum et al., 2014). However, in some cases such as Peromyscus 

polionotus mice, similar light colouration evolved by multiple genetic solutions in Atlantic and 

Gulf beach lineages within the same species (Hoekstra et al., 2006; Steiner et al., 2009). 

Mutations in Mc1r associated with light colour are absent in Atlantic beach mice (Hoekstra et 

al., 2006), but instead, the light Agouti gene allele is fixed in both Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. This 

illustrates an example of non-parallelism in Mc1r gene due to genetic redundancy in light 

colouration. 

Most of the adaptations have a polygenic genetic basis which promotes the evolution of 

multiple alternative routes to adaptation (Barghi et al., 2020). It can result in non-parallelism at 

variant- and gene-level as similar phenotypes evolved via changes at many different variants 

and genes within the same pathway or gene expression (Hermisson and Pennings, 2017; 

Höllinger et al., 2019; Barghi et al., 2020). Consequently, in systems with the polygenic 

architecture of genetic traits, there is a higher chance of functional parallelism (Yeaman, 2015). 

Prevailing non-parallelism at the level of variants and genes, but high functional parallelism 

has been experimentally shown e.g. in Drosophila simulans in temperature-mediated laboratory 

conditions (Barghi et al., 2019) and by sequencing studies of natural populations of 

Heliosperma pusillum (Szukala et al., 2021), Senecio lautus (James, Allsopp, et al., 2021), and 

Silene uniflora (Papadopulos et al., 2021). This is in congruence with functional redundancy, 

where at least two genes encode the same biochemical function (Láruson et al., 2020). 

2 Evolutionary sources of genomic parallelism 

Even if the same gene underlies parallelism, the adaptive allele(s) may originate from different 

evolutionary sources (Fig. 3). Firstly, repeated selection can act on standing genetic variation 

that is shared in the ancestral (non-adapted) populations including the potentially advantageous 

variants. When different populations are exposed to similar pressure, such advantageous 

variants will independently increase in their frequency (Barrett and Schluter, 2008). Secondly, 

gene flow among multiple adapted populations or adaptive introgression among species can 

promote sharing of adaptive alleles (Hufford et al., 2013). Both these scenarios are based on 

the presence of a pre-existing variation with shared origin as they operate on alleles of a single 

mutational origin, in contrast to the third, selection of independent de novo mutations targeting 

the same genomic regions (Stern, 2013). Different taxa or different populations within the same 

species can converge to similar solutions, although they can use various evolutionary sources. 

These are dependent mainly on the divergence among genetic lineages and on the intensity of 

gene flow (Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021; Waters and McCulloch, 2021). The relative 

contribution of pre-existing versus de novo genomic variation to parallel adaptation is still 

poorly understood. 
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Fig. 3. Different sources of genetic variation in 

parallel evolution. Schematic illustrations show 

repeated adaptation to new challenging 

environments (in green frames) via independent 

de novo mutations, selection on standing genetic 

variation or adaptive introgression. The last two 

processes together operate on a shared pool of pre-

existing variation. Note: dot = genetic variant; 

asterisk = origin of a new adaptive variant; arrow 

= colonization and adaptation event; green arrow 

= gene flow. Inspired by Waters and McCulloch 

(2021). Illustrations: V. Konečná 

 

A recent synthesis of genomic 

studies by Waters and McCulloch (2021) 

showed that repeated sorting of standing 

genetic variation is a prevailing source for 

parallel evolution. When a large pool of 

pre-existing variation, inherited from the 

common ancestor, is available, selection 

on such standing variants may be 

particularly beneficial under intense 

selection during rapid adaptation as it 

saves the time otherwise needed for the 

emergence of novel adaptive mutations 

(Barrett and Schluter, 2008; Conte et al., 

2012). In addition, standing genetic 

variation already exists in the genomic 

environment for some time before 

adaptation, thus negative pleiotropic 

effects of linked variants are likely to be 

minimized (Hermisson and Pennings, 

2005; Przeworski et al., 2005; Van Etten 

et al., 2020). One of the classical 

examples comes from beach or deer mice, 

Peromyscus (Hoekstra et al., 2006; 

Steiner et al., 2009; Barrett et al., 2019). 

Specifically, the allele of the regulatory 

element in the Agouti gene associated 

with light pigmentation has been independently selected from standing genetic variation in both 

beach Peromyscus polionotus mice lineages from the Atlantic and Gulf Coast. This allele, 

which is fixed in both beach populations, is varying in frequency in mainland populations. 

Similarly, in the case of threespine stickleback fishes, the same Eda alleles were repeatedly 

selected in freshwater populations from ancestral marine populations where these alleles are 

present in low frequency (Colosimo et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2012; Magalhaes et al., 2021). 

Other examples come from copper mine populations of Mimulus guttatus (Lee and Coop, 

2017), morning glory Ipomoea purpurea (Van Etten et al., 2020), black grass Alopecurus 

myosuroides (Kersten et al., 2021), saltmarsh beetle (Van Belleghem et al., 2018), vinous-

throated parrotbill bird Sinisuthora webbiana (Lai et al., 2019), Asian honey bee Apis cerana 

(Ji et al., 2020), and fish Coilia nasus (Zong et al., 2020). In some species, the selection can act 

on relative ancient polymorphisms – ancestral genetic variants fluctuating in populations as 
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balanced polymorphisms for millions of years (Nelson and Cresko, 2018; Louis et al., 2021; 

Urban et al., 2021; Weber et al., 2021). 

Another solution for adaptation to rapid environmental change specifically between 

hybridizing lineages is sharing the variants via gene flow followed by introgression. 

Introgression can be an important mechanism for spreading variants identical by descent (Meier 

et al., 2017; Svardal et al., 2020; Todesco et al., 2020). It has been shown in altitudinal 

adaptation and mimetic wing patterns in Heliconius butterfly (e.g. Consortium et al., 2012; 

Montejo-Kovacevich et al., 2021), highland adaptation in maize Zea mays (Wang et al., 2021), 

meiotic adaptation in plant Arabidopsis arenosa and lyrata (Marburger et al., 2019), winter 

colour coat variation in hare Lepus timidus (Giska et al., 2019), and anthropogenic adaptation 

to pesticides in mice Mus musculus domesticus (Song et al., 2011) and water pollution in fish 

Fundulus grandis (Oziolor et al., 2019).      

Finally, in contrast to quickly growing literature on shared variants, empirical evidence 

for de novo mutations, which are not identical by descent, is rather rare especially among 

closely related genetic lineages. Such disproportion is logical when taking into account the time 

that novel mutations need to evolve and spread in comparison with standing genetic variation, 

which is immediately available and can be quickly reassembled into new combinations by 

recombination (Barrett and Schluter, 2008). Thus, de novo mutations are much more frequent 

in convergent evolution among distantly related lineages, for instance in the pigmentation gene 

Mc1r across animals (Hoekstra et al., 2006; Manceau et al., 2010; Stern, 2013; Rosenblum et 

al., 2014). However, emerging genomic studies revealed some exceptions with examples of de 

novo mutations even from recently diverged lineages (~10.000 years ago) and possibly also 

from the same amino acid (Waters and McCulloch, 2021). Such an example comes from 

rhodopsin gene evolution in fishes, this gene encodes receptors essential for vision in dim light 

which is necessary for the transition from marine to brackish or freshwater environments (Hill 

et al., 2019). Further, strong anthropogenic pressure can lead to novel solutions e.g. in cryptic 

colouration in stick insect Timema (Villoutreix et al., 2020), loss of song in Hawaiian crickets 

Teleogryllus (Zhang et al., 2021), or herbicide resistance in Amaranthus tuberculatus (Kreiner 

et al., 2019). The higher chance for the origin of de novo mutations is for example in genomic 

regions with high mutation rates, which was documented for highly-mutable enhancer region 

of Pitx1 gene responsible for a pelvic fin loss in separate freshwater populations of stickleback 

fishes (Chan et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2019). However, rapid modifications via de novo mutations 

are possible even in highly conserved molecular pathways e.g. associated with essential 

mitochondrial processes mediating the tolerance to hydrogen sulfide in fish Poecilia mexicana 

(Greenway et al., 2020) or meiosis in Arabidopsis arenosa (Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021). 

Another explanation can be related to the functional basis of adaptive traits, for instance loss of 

certain traits can be achieved by a simpler genetic change compared to gain of novel functional 

traits (Zhang et al., 2021). 

Repeated evolution leading to similar phenotypes via distinct de novo mutations is the 

primary explanation for convergent evolution among distantly related lineages (reviewed in 

Waters and McCulloch, 2021). In contrast, sorting from pre-existing genetic variation is the 

main evolutionary driver of parallel evolution as closely related genetic lineages share ancestral 

genetic variation (Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021). However, importantly, for some parallel 

multigenic traits, the combination of both evolutionary sources – de novo genomic variation 

and selection on pre-existing genetic variation – seems to be more frequent than previously 

thought even among close genetic lineages and small geographic scales (Waters and 

McCulloch, 2021). Such examples were found in plant Arabidopsis arenosa (Bohutínská, 

Handrick, et al., 2021; Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021; Konečná et al., 2021), fish Poecilia 

mexicana (Greenway et al., 2020), and threespine stickleback (Jones et al., 2012; Xie et al., 

2019; Magalhaes et al., 2021). 
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3 Selected study systems of parallel evolution 

For establishing new systems and addressing the mechanisms and evolutionary sources of 

parallel evolution in plants I have chosen two extreme environments providing multiple 

challenges to plant life – challenging high-elevation alpine habitats and toxic serpentine 

substrates. The island-like distribution of alpine and serpentine habitats provides natural 

replicates for testing hypotheses of their independent colonizations and quantifying the extent 

of phenotypic and genomic parallelism in adapted populations. Such a heterogeneous landscape 

mosaic can trigger local adaptations, fitness advantage of population at its home site, especially 

in the presence of steep gradients (Jain and Bradshaw, 1966; Kawecki and Ebert, 2004). 

 

3.1 Alpine environment and examples of parallel evolution 
 

High elevations pose a spectrum of challenges such as freezing, fluctuating temperatures, strong 

winds, increased UV radiation, low partial pressure of carbon dioxide or lack of pollinators 

triggering various selection pressures (Körner, 2003). Such pressures can lead to distinct 

phenotypic changes e.g. contracted rosette plants, dense cushions, and large flowers. The 

island-like distribution of alpine habitats promotes parallel colonization from geographically 

proximal foothill populations (Levin, 2001). The further restriction of gene flow between lower 

and higher elevations as well as the reduction or absence of gene flow among mountain ridges 

can lead to the accumulation of reproductive barriers and/or hybrid incompatibilities (Funk et 

al., 2005). 

Although the mountains provide an ideal model system for studying the evolution of 

recurrently adapted ecotypes, studies documenting the parallel colonization of alpine habitats 

within species level based on genetic data addressing the evolutionary mechanisms of 

adaptation with a combination of experimental data for quantification of phenotypic parallelism 

are still extremely rare. Parallel evolution of alpine ecotypes was documented in 

Arabidopsis halleri (Kubota et al., 2015; Šrámková-Fuxová et al., 2017; Bohutínská, Vlček, et 

al., 2021),  Arabidopsis lyrata (Hämälä et al., 2018), maize (Takuno et al., 2015; Fustier et al., 

2017; Wang et al., 2021), and Populus trichocarpa (Holliday et al., 2016). The opposite 

direction of colonization – from alpine to foothill (montane) habitats has been documented from 

Heliosperma pusillum (Trucchi et al., 2017). The alternative scenario of a single origin of alpine 

ecotype followed by dispersal has also been documented, for example in Senecio halleri single 

lineage colonized the Alps in a stepwise manner (Bettin et al., 2007). 

Such naturally replicated cases of parallel evolution allow us also to test how elevation 

differentiation affects the structuring of the genetic diversity. The influence of habitat 

differentiation on the genetic diversity of populations has been previously studied mainly at 

lower elevations (Jacquemyn et al., 2004; Odat et al., 2004; Ortego et al., 2012). It is 

hypothesized that alpine populations would be genetically depauperate relative to lowland 

populations due to the effects of genetic bottleneck, genetic drift, reduced gene flow, and habitat 

fragmentation (Young et al., 1996). This has indeed been observed in alpine populations of 

Arabidopsis thaliana from the Italian Alps, which exhibit reduced genetic diversity relative to 

foothill populations (Günther et al., 2016), but in contrast, alpine populations of A. thaliana or 

Papaver occidentale from the Swiss Alps show no evidence of reduced genetic diversity (Luo 

et al., 2015; Pittet et al., 2020). In Primula merrilliana from eastern China, alpine populations 

exhibit even higher genetic diversity, because of large population size and inter-connection by 

gene flow (Shao et al., 2015). Therefore, we need more studies of parallel evolution to test the 

generality of how alpine conditions shape population genetic diversity. 
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3.2 Serpentine soils and examples of parallel evolution 
 

Serpentine soils represent a powerful model for studying multi-challenge rapid adaptation 

(Rajakaruna, 2018), in contrast to alpine habitats, which possess a very complex set of 

challenges, they are rather of intermediate complexity. Their extreme and distinct chemical and 

physical properties act as strong, but tractable selective pressures for quantification (Konečná 

et al., 2020). Serpentine soils are derived from ultramafic rocks and are defined mainly by a 

highly skewed elemental content: (i) low content of nutrients such as calcium (Ca), nitrogen 

(N), potassium (K), and phosphorus (P), (ii) elevated levels of heavy metals e.g. chromium (Cr), 

cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni) and (iii) extremely reduced Ca/Mg ratio (far below one on 

serpentines vs. well-above one in other soils). Additionally, serpentine soils are highly porous, 

prone to drought and erosions (Brady et al., 2005). As a result of these challenges, serpentines 

are characterised by poor plant productivity, a high rate of endemism, and different vegetation 

types (Whittaker, 1954; Brady et al., 2005; Harrison and Rajakaruna, 2011). Consequently, 

serpentines act as a strong filter on plant diversity, excluding most of the species occurring in 

the neighbouring areas and triggering a strong local adaptive response in the species that 

managed to pass this filter. 

Due to extremely strong responses triggered by the serpentines and decades of intense 

experimental and evolutionary research, serpentines represent one of the best-described model 

systems for the study of local adaptation in plants. Since the classical textbook studies in the 

50’s (e.g. Kruckeberg, 1950, 1951, 1967) numerous experimental studies have demonstrated 

ubiquitous strong local adaptation towards the challenging substrate and revealed particular 

life-history and (eco-)physiological mechanisms standing behind these adaptations (Brady et 

al., 2005; Harrison and Rajakaruna, 2011; O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011; Rajakaruna, 2018). 

For instance, drought stress adaptations include slower growth rate, higher root/shoot biomass 

ratios, earlier flowering, modification of flowers and reduced leaf sizes (Brady et al., 2005; 

O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011; Von Wettberg et al., 2014). In terms of chemistry, adaptations 

can involve selective uptake of some micro/macronutrients such as Ca and exclusion/regulated 

accumulation/storage of heavy metals (Brady et al., 2005; Kazakou et al., 2008).  

The island distribution of serpentines provides natural replicates for studying possible 

independent colonizations of serpentine barrens. The parallel evolution was documented e.g. in 

Alyssum serpyllifolium (Mengoni et al., 2003; Sobczyk et al., 2017), Cerastium alpinum 

(Berglund et al., 2004), Lasthenia californica complex (Rajakaruna et al., 2003), 

Mimulus guttatus (Selby and Willis, 2018), Solidago virgaurea (Sakaguchi et al., 2017), and 

Streptanthus glandulosus complex (Mayer and Soltis, 1994). In fact, single origins of serpentine 

populations are very rarely documented among species growing both on and off multiple 

serpentines (e.g. Picris hieracioides, Sakaguchi et al., 2018), and remains rather a property of 

genuine serpentine endemics (e.g., Knautia serpentinicola, Kolář et al., 2012; and 

Halacsya sendtneri, Cecchi and Selvi, 2009). 

In contrast to decades of intense experimental research, the genetic basis of serpentine 

parallel adaptations is still poorly known. The exception is for example Mimulus guttatus in 

North America, where two populations shared the major quantitative trait loci (QTL) containing 

genes related to the transport of heavy metals and metal binding (Selby and Willis, 2018). 

Indirect evidence has been also provided by comparing allelic frequencies at particular loci, e.g. 

TPC1, suggesting genetic parallelism in European and North American serpentine populations 

of Arabidopsis lyrata (Turner et al., 2010). The genetic convergence was described between 

A. arenosa and A. lyrata by Arnold et al. (2016) in nine gene coding loci with serpentine 

relevant predicted functions, such as Ca, K, and Ni homeostasis. Specifically, Arnold et al. 

(2016) identified almost 200 differentiated loci between serpentine and non-serpentine 

populations with top candidates for selection including genes related to ion homeostasis traits 
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– heavy metal transporters, root macronutrient transporters, and dehydration tolerance genes 

suggesting a polygenic basis of serpentine adaptation. To get a complete view, we have to test 

in multiple populations if candidate genes for selection are associated with a fitness effect, and 

thus understand their true adaptive value. 

An intriguing open question concerns the origin of selected variants in different 

serpentine populations. Lastly, with the growing number of studies on parallel serpentine 

adaptation in various species, we will be also able to identify convergent loci mediating 

serpentine adaptation across species (see a summary in Konečná et al., 2020). 
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4 Objectives 

The main aim of the thesis was to establish novel systems for studying the evolutionary drivers 

and consequences of parallel evolution in plants and use their potential to uncover evolutionary 

mechanisms shaping genomic parallelism. I asked those general evolutionary questions: 

Is plant evolution in alpine and serpentine environments repeatable?  

If so, to what extent is parallelism manifested at phenotypic and genomic level?  

What are the main evolutionary sources of adaptive genetic variation during rapid 

adaptation?  

What is the extent of phenotypic non-parallelism in recently diverged parallel ecotypes? 

I addressed three systems facing two strong selective environments – alpine stands and toxic 

serpentine soil. I brought new evidence for parallel colonization of (sub)alpine habitats by 

Arabidopsis arenosa and Primula elatior and serpentine soils by A. arenosa. Further, I 

leveraged the cases of naturally replicated parallel adaptation in A. arenosa to study the extent 

of phenotypic and genomic parallelism together with evolutionary sources of its genetic basis. 

Finally, I also elucidated the causes underlying non-parallel evolution of certain traits. I 

addressed the following specific objectives: 

 

Establishing novel systems of parallel evolution in plants 

a) What is known about the frequency and genomic architecture of parallel 

plant adaptation to serpentine soil (CS1)? 

b) Were challenging alpine and serpentine environments colonized 

independently in each geographic region? (CS2, CS3, CS4) 

c) How does elevational differentiation affect population genetic diversity and 

differentiation? (CS2, CS3) 

d) Does the elevation difference act as a barrier to gene flow between foothill 

and subalpine populations? (CS3) 

 

Quantifying the extent of phenotypic parallelism  

e) Is parallel colonisation of challenging environments associated with 

parallel fitness response? (CS4, CS5) 

f) Does parallel environmental differentiation cause the same heritable 

changes in phenotype over independent environmental transitions? (CS2, 

CS5) 

g) To which extent is the direction and magnitude of phenotypic response 

different among independently adapted populations? (CS2, CS5) 

     

Quantifying the extent of genomic parallelism and identifying its evolutionary 

sources 

h) How frequently does evolution repeat itself at the genomic level? (CS1, 

CS4, CS5) 

i) Is selection on shared variation a major source of the parallel adaptive 

genetic variation within a species? (CS4) 

j) Is adaptation via convergent de novo alleles even feasible in recently 

diverged plant populations? (CS4) 
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Elucidating the causes of non-parallelism 

k) To which extent do independent colonizers of similar environments exhibit 

non-parallel phenotypes? (CS2, CS5) 

l) Does the extent of phenotypic parallelism correspond to gene-level 

parallelism, or does the genetic redundancy lead to limited gene 

parallelism? (CS5) 

5 Methods 

5.1 Model species Arabidopsis arenosa 
 

Arabidopsis arenosa is an established model species for 

studying drivers and consequences of adaptive 

evolution in a genomic and molecular genetic context. 

This perennial outcrosser encompassing large 

genetically diverse diploid and autotetraploid 

populations (Kolář et al., 2016; Yant and Bomblies, 

2017; Monnahan et al., 2019), which are widespread at 

low and mid elevations (up to ∼1000 m a.s.l.), but 

scattered in serpentine sites in Central Europe and 

treeless alpine habitats (above ∼1500 m a.s.l.) in four 

mountain ranges – Eastern Alps and Eastern, Southern, 

and Western Carpathians. Except for the Western 

Carpathians occupied by both diploids and tetraploids 

(diploids in Vysoké Tatry Mts. and tetraploids in Nízké 

and Západné Tatry Mts.), the alpine zone of the other 

three mountain ranges was colonized only by tetraploids. Serpentine habitats in Central Europe 

were colonized solely by tetraploids.  

Tetraploid A. arenosa cytotype originated through natural whole-genome duplication 

from a single diploid lineage in Western Carpathians ∼19-31k generations ago (Monnahan et 

al., 2019). Arabidopsis arenosa occurs on islands of environmentally suitable conditions 

represented by open rocky outcrops, screes, and steep slopes typical for heliophilous species; 

these spatially discrete areas are surrounded by forests or dense grasslands. There is a clear 

distribution gap between alpine and foothill ecotypes spanning at least 500 m of elevation 

corresponding with timberline and a sharp boundary between serpentine and siliceous/neutral 

soils with no intermediate habitats. 

Arabidopsis arenosa is a genetically well tractable species because of its easy 

cultivation, rapid life-cycles, the availability of close well-annotated reference genome 

(A. lyrata (Hu et al., 2011)), and small genome size (∼200 Mb) (Hollister et al., 2012; Yant and 

Bomblies, 2017). Moreover, tetraploids harbour increased genome-wide adaptive diversity 

(Monnahan et al., 2019) and currently occupy a broader ecological niche than their diploid 

sisters (Molina-Henao and Hopkins, 2019), including serpentine habitats (Arnold et al., 2016), 

railway lines (Baduel et al., 2016; Baduel, Hunter, et al., 2018), and contaminated mine tailings 

(Przedpełska and Wierzbicka, 2007; Preite et al., 2019). This makes A. arenosa a promising 

model for empirical enquiries of adaptation in natural conditions (Yant and Bomblies, 2017; 

Monnahan et al., 2019). 
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5.2 Model species Primula elatior 

Primula elatior is a promising model for studying the 

genetic consequences of elevational differentiation. 

This perennial outcrossing species has broad ecological 

preferences including a large elevational range in 

several mountain ranges in Europe (Valentine and 

Kress, 1972). This considerable ecological breadth is 

linked to high morphological variation primarily in leaf 

and calyx shape (Valentine and Kress, 1972; Richards, 

2003). In contrast to morphological investigations, the 

genetic structure of P. elatior remains unknown except 

for studies of lowland populations at fine-scale in 

Belgium (Jacquemyn et al., 2002, 2004, 2008; Van 

Rossum and Triest, 2006). In mountain ranges in 

Central Europe, P. elatior grows along an elevational 

gradient – from foothill meadows, riverbanks, and 

forest edges, up to subalpine meadows, snow beds, and 

rocky outcrops in glacial cirques. Specifically, in 

Krkonoše and Jeseníky mountains, the subalpine populations are restricted to specific 

microhabitats within several glacial cirques. Generally, the difference between foothill and 

subalpine populations across mountain ranges is defined by treeline; foothill populations occur 

below the treeline in contrast to subalpine populations. However, the distributional gap along 

the elevational gradient is highly variable (∼300 m) across mountain ranges (V. Konečná, 

personal observations). 

5.3 Approaches 

I combined various population genetic and experimental approaches in my studies of parallel 

evolution. I collected widespread foothill and non-serpentine populations, which colonized 

scattered (sub)alpine and serpentine habitats. I further conducted experimental cultivations, 

inferred the evolutionary history of populations including reconstruction of genetic structure, 

identified candidate genes under directional selection followed by validation using gene 

ontology enrichment, overlapping replicates of adaptation, statistical modelling and 

experiments. 

Field sampling included seeds for cultivations, soils for elemental analyses and 

cultivations, leaf samples for ploidy determination, genetic analysis, elemental analyses, and 

vegetation samples. In CS2, we conducted a common garden experiment to test the persistence 

of distinct vegetative and floral traits of alpine plants in foothill-like conditions and to determine 

parallel vs. non-parallel traits. Using a similar approach as Stuart et al. (2017), the large ecotypic 

effect of a particular trait was an indication of parallelism while the strong contribution of 

ecotype × geographic region (population pair) interaction implied non-parallel differentiation 

in the particular trait. In CS4 and CS5, I conducted reciprocal transplant experiments for 

serpentine and non-serpentine plants from three population pairs. I cultivated them in the soil 

from their original and foreign sites and measured life-history traits such as fitness proxies, leaf 

elemental concentrations, and root growth to test for local substrate adaptation. Further, 

focusing only on serpentine challenging soils I used the same approach mentioned above for 

the quantification of phenotypic parallelism.  

To explore the genetic structure and diversity of populations, I used complementary 

approaches. In CS3, I inferred genetic structure by genotyping of nuclear microsatellite loci, in 

CS2 I used single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data from RAD sequencing approach 
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together with genome-wide resequencing data, which I also used in CS4 and CS5. In both cases, 

sequences were mapped to the annotated reference genome of A. lyrata following Monnahan 

et al. (2019). I explored evolutionary history among populations by allele frequency covariance 

graphs, Bayesian clustering, distance networks, and ordinations. I calculated genetic diversities 

of populations using various genetic indices and analysis of molecular variance. Further, I 

specifically tested for parallel origin of alpine and serpentine populations in CS2 and CS4 using 

coalescent simulations in fastsimcoal (Excoffier and Foll, 2011). Briefly, I compared the fit of 

the data with two competing topologies: (i) parallel origin – sister position of populations from 

contrasting habitats from the same geographic region and (ii) single origin – sister position of 

populations from distinct regions but belonging to the same ecotype. For each topology, I either 

assumed or not assumed between ecotype gene flow. Further, in CS4 I estimated divergence 

times for each pair of serpentine and non-serpentine populations from the same geographic 

region. In CS3, I identified the direction and extent of gene flow between foothill and subalpine 

populations in each mountain range using a coalescent framework in Migrate-n (Beerli and 

Palczewski, 2010). 

I leveraged five-fold natural replicates of serpentine adaptation in CS4 to identify 

candidate genes that show repeated footprints of selection. I combined two approaches for 

detection of selection – divergence scans and environmental association analysis to refine the 

list of loci for parallel selection modelling. I identified genes exhibiting excessive 

differentiation between paired populations using 1 % outlier FST window-based scans. I also 

annotated these genes into biological processes, molecular pathways, and cellular components 

using gene ontology enrichment analysis (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2020) and explored 

predictions of protein-protein interactions (Szklarczyk et al., 2015). Further, I overlapped these 

candidate gene lists across population pairs and identified parallel differentiation candidates 

that represent divergence outliers in at least two population pairs. Next, I inferred candidates 

directly associated with individual soil elemental concentrations by performing environmental 

association analysis using latent factor mixed models (LFMM; Caye et al., 2019). Finally, I 

overlapped LFMM candidates with parallel differentiation candidates to produce a final refined 

list of serpentine adaptation candidates. Next, to infer the sources of adaptive variation in each 

serpentine adaptation candidate gene, I modelled allele frequency covariance around repeatedly 

selected sites and identified the most likely evolutionary scenario using a designated 

“Distinguishing among Modes of Convergence” (DMC) approach (Lee and Coop, 2017). As 

DMC does not provide fine-scale information about the distribution of sequence variation at 

particular alleles, I further investigated the candidate alleles of TPC1 gene, the only candidate 

with de novo mutations in independent serpentine populations. I investigated natural sequence 

variation in this locus from additional Sanger sequencing and short-read data available for 

A. arenosa from its whole geographic range. To investigate potential functional impact we 

performed structural homology modelling of selected alleles using crystallographically 

determined structures as a template. 
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6 Key results 

I studied the nature of parallel evolution, which is a central component of the study of 

evolutionary repeatability and mechanisms of adaptation. Leveraging replicated cases of 

environmental transition in nature I showed how challenging environments structure genetic 

diversity among populations within a species. By further experimental and population genomic 

inquiry in one such system, I asked to what extent it results in similar solutions when 

populations are facing the same environmental challenges. By combining population genetic 

and experimental approaches I documented the complex interplay of adaptive, historical and 

ecological processes in parallel evolution.  

6.1 Establishing novel systems of parallel evolution in plants 

I brought the evidence for parallel colonization of (sub)alpine and serpentine habitats by 

genetically distinct lineages of A. arenosa (CS2, CS4) and P. elatior (CS3). In CS2, we used 

SNP genotyping of 200 individuals from 29 alpine and adjacent 30 foothill populations to reveal 

repeated colonization of alpine habitats in geographically distinct mountain regions of the 

Eastern Alps, Eastern, Southern, and Western Carpathians. I confirmed independent 

colonization of alpine habitats within each mountain region by coalescent simulations and 

genome resequencing data. In CS3, by genotyping nuclear microsatellite loci in 202 individuals 

from eight foothills and adjacent eight subalpine populations, I revealed three genetic groups 

corresponding with the three studied geographic regions (Jeseníky, Krkonoše, and Western 

Carpathians). Thus, in both studies (CS2 and CS3), the occurrence of distinct populations in 

isolated high-elevation stands is a result of parallel colonization events of (sub)alpine habitats 

from multiple foothill gene pools. Furthermore, I found higher genetic differentiation among 

(sub)alpine populations than among foothill populations and overall high variation within 

geographic regions (CS2 and CS3). Importantly, genetic differentiation between foothill and 

(sub)alpine populations was non-significant within any of the mountain regions in both model 

species. This suggests that mountain ridges act as migration barriers reducing gene flow more 

strongly than elevational differences between foothill and (sub)alpine populations and/or recent 

divergence. Moreover, colonization of (sub)alpine habitats did not result in loss of genetic 

diversity, which is in congruence with high migration rates between foothill and subalpine 

populations in Primula (CS3) and/or presumably large colonizing populations in Arabidopsis 

(CS2).  

I further focused on toxic serpentine substrates as a promising system for studying 

genomic parallelism in a literature review (CS1). The toxicity of serpentine soils imposes strong 

selection pressure and their island-like distribution provides convenient natural replicates to 

study repeated evolution. Although there are numerous experimental studies documenting 

adaptation to serpentines, only a handful of studies provide insights into the genomic basis of 

such adaptations (CS1). To address this gap, I reconstructed the evolutionary history of the 

A. arenosa system and then characterized parallel genome evolution and its drivers. Firstly, I 

compared parallel vs. single origin scenarios by coalescent simulations using genome-wide 

resequencing data of 78 individuals of A. arenosa from five serpentine and adjacent non-

serpentine populations from Central Europe (CS4). Consistently across all pairwise iterations 

of serpentine – non-serpentine population pairs, the parallel origin scenario had the highest 

support. I also demonstrated low genetic differentiation between serpentine and non-serpentine 

populations, in congruence with likely recent postglacial colonizations (< 12.000 years), and 

lack of bottlenecks during substrate transition.  
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6.2 Quantifying the extent of phenotypic parallelism  

Taking advantage of multiple natural replicates of alpine (CS2) and serpentine (CS5) ecotypes 

of A. arenosa, we quantified the magnitude of phenotypic parallelism and investigated its 

neutral and adaptive determinants. In CS2, we measured morphological traits of alpine and 

foothill Arabidopsis plants from natural populations. Although the vast majority of scored traits 

(14/16) significantly differentiated alpine and foothill ecotypes, the level of parallelism 

remarkably differed across traits (nine parallel vs. seven non-parallel traits). Parallel traits were 

mainly related to height and flowering: regardless of the geographic region, all alpine plants 

were shorter with larger flowers. This is in contrast to traits describing leaf size and shape, 

which were mostly non-parallel, i.e. geographic-region specific. Using a subset of alpine and 

foothill populations cultivated in homogeneous common garden conditions resembling foothill 

habitats, we revealed that phenotypic differentiation between ecotypes, except for some leaf 

traits demonstrating plasticity, remained stable and significant even after two generations of 

cultivation. In summary, reduced stem height and larger floral organs consistently showed 

parallel genetically determined components of phenotypic differentiation, even though its 

magnitude differed across geographic regions.  

In CS5, I investigated this question in more detail and with a more diverse set of 

functional traits and asked to what extent phenotypic evolution is repeatable during rapid 

parallel edaphic adaptation to similar stressful environments across three population pairs of 

serpentine and adjacent non-serpentine populations. For this aim, I used a substrate-focused 

reciprocal transplant experiment as specific soil chemistry is the main defining factor of 

serpentine habitats (Brady et al., 2005; O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011). Firstly, I demonstrated 

rapid repeated adaptation to serpentine soils. I showed that populations of serpentine origin 

attain consistently higher cumulative fitness estimates when growing in their native soils than 

their originally non-serpentine counterparts, altogether providing strong evidence for substrate-

driven local adaptation. I inspected the overall patterns of adaptation to show that they evolved 

in the same direction and with none or utmost limited trade-offs. However, the magnitude of 

adaptations differed in congruence with the level of genome-wide differentiation, i.e. 

population pair with the highest genetic differentiation had also the highest phenotypic 

difference. Secondly, to assess the extent of phenotypic parallelism, I analyzed the differences 

in individual life-history traits such as fitness proxies, plant ion uptake, and root growth. Almost 

all traits (11/13) significantly differentiated serpentine and non-serpentine ecotypes and 

phenotypic parallelism was pervasive (only three traits were non-parallel). Both direction and 

magnitude of phenotypic response were very similar regardless of population pair. Serpentine 

plants had larger root biomass and rosette area, higher number of additive rosettes, bigger seed 

mass, bolted earlier, had lower uptake of Ca and Mg and higher exclusion of heavy metals (Co, 

Cr, and Ni) from the shoots than non-serpentine plants when cultivated in serpentine soils. 

Overall, the response of serpentine populations to serpentine challenge led to similar phenotypic 

solutions.  

6.3 Quantifying the extent of genomic parallelism and identifying its 

evolutionary sources 

In the literature review (CS1) I identified serpentine soils as promising, yet underexplored 

natural models for studying the genomic basis of plant adaptation. I thus empirically addressed 

parallel genome adaptation in serpentine A. arenosa (CS4). Specifically, I leveraged five natural 

replicates of serpentine adaptation to seek the genomic basis and evolutionary source of the 

parallel candidate alleles. Combining divergence scans and environmental association analysis, 

I inferred a list of reliable selection candidate genes and functions. I detected significant 
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parallelism, at both gene and functional levels, over these five pairs and I found parallel 

candidate genes involved in ion homeostasis, inorganic anion transport, calcium 

transmembrane transporter activity and response to metal ions. For instance, the candidates 

included the NRT2.1 and NRT2.2 high-affinity nitrate transporters, TPC1, a central calcium 

channel, and potassium transporters AKT5 and KUP9. Interestingly some of such genes were 

found also in the few previous studies (as summarized in CS1), and I identified candidates for 

convergent evolution of A. arenosa with A. lyrata (e.g. KUP9 and TPC1), 

Alyssum serpyllifolium (FPN2=IREG2), and Mimulus guttatus (AT4G19670) representing 

potential evolutionary hotspots for serpentine adaptation. Interestingly, serpentine populations 

of these species come from different continents, which provides evidence for some similar 

selection pressures posed by temperate zone serpentine sites worldwide, leading to convergence 

at specific loci mediating serpentine adaptation.   

Next, I inferred the evolutionary sources of the parallel adaptive variation in the top 61 

serpentine adaptation candidate genes using statistical modelling. In line with theoretical 

expectations, I found that shared variation is a vastly prevalent source of parallel adaptive 

variants (in 97 % cases) across the highly variable and recently diverged tetraploid populations 

of A. arenosa. This is in congruence with large effective population size and polysomic masking 

of allelic variation in polyploids (Van De Peer et al., 2017; Baduel, Bray, et al., 2018). However, 

I also discovered an exceptional parallel locus candidate, TPC1, with parallel de novo mutations 

in a single codon in two distinct serpentine populations. We further used protein structure 

modelling to demonstrate the potential functional impact of this mutation on the conductance 

of divalent cations Ca2+ and Mg2+. Overall, the study brings one of the first empirical examples 

for parallel candidate adaptive de novo mutations within a plant species and the first such 

example for autopolyploids. Although the theory suggests the reduced efficacy of selection on 

novel variants in autopolyploids (Otto and Whitton, 2000; Gerstein and Otto, 2009), beneficial 

alleles are introduced at increased rates and additional variation may accumulate due to 

polysomic masking (Otto and Whitton, 2000). Such a finding demonstrates that the rapid 

selection of novel alleles is still feasible in autopolyploids, perhaps reflecting the maintenance 

of a large pool of pre-existing variation and increased rates of beneficial alleles in organisms 

with doubled genomes. 

6.4 Elucidating the causes of non-parallelism 

Even in systems exhibiting generally strong and genetically determined parallelism, both 

neutral and selective processes may cause significant non-parallel deviations in particular traits 

or populations. Such preferential focus on parallel traits and genes may lead to overlooking of 

non-parallels trends, which however also represent informative and relevant evolutionary 

trajectories (Bolnick et al., 2018). For example, in CS2, I observed a continuum of non-

parallelism and alpine A. arenosa populations were generally more phenotypically 

homogeneous than foothill populations. For most of the traits exhibiting non-parallelism in the 

field, ecotypic differentiation was no longer present under cultivation in the common garden, 

demonstrating that phenotypic plasticity is the likely major driver of phenotypic non-

parallelism in alpine A. arenosa. The emergence of non-parallel traits in response to local 

adaptation is less likely due to overall lower phenotypic variation among the alpine populations 

and very similar environmental conditions across alpine sites, speaking against strong selection 

triggered by locally specific conditions.  

In serpentine A. arenosa (CS5), I found only three traits showing non-parallel variation: 

above-ground biomass, flowering time, and Ca/Mg ratio in the leaves. Specifically, the S3 

population in contrast to the other two serpentine populations flowered earlier, which is in 

congruence with a previous study by Arnold et al. (2016), suggesting genetically determined 

non-parallelism. Regarding elemental uptake, the S1 population exhibited an inverse pattern in 
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the leaf Ca/Mg ratio than the other two population pairs. Complex genetic architecture of the 

physiological traits such as Ca uptake and Ca/Mg homeostasis in the plant cells can lead to the 

evolution of different mechanisms to cope with the low Ca/Mg ratio in the tissues.  

In CS4, although I found significant parallelism by genes (2 to 4 % of shared candidates 

between any two pairs), there is a generally high proportion of non-parallel gene candidates and 

absence of candidate loci shared across all the population pairs. It can be related to the polygenic 

basis of serpentine adaptation represented by allele frequency shifts in many genes across 

population pairs (Yeaman, 2015; Wilkinson et al., 2021). Even though significant, gene-level 

parallelism is relatively rare, as compared to high similarity in functional pathways. Likely, 

these similarly modified phenotypes arose mainly via selection of different genes in similar 

functional pathways and developmental processes showing the role of genetic redundancy and 

stochasticity in rapid adaptation with a polygenic basis (Boyle et al., 2017; Barghi et al., 2020; 

Láruson et al., 2020). 
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7 Conclusions 

Cases of parallel evolution provide important insights into evolutionary drivers of adaptation. I 

showed significant parallelism manifested at both the genomic (CS4) and phenotypic levels 

(CS2 and CS4) in two plant species in which the parallel origin of ecotypes is of recent origin. 

In general, a higher level of parallelism among populations with similar evolutionary histories 

is more likely than in systems with differences in the divergence times and variation in the 

environments (Stern et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2019). I confirmed that in closely related 

genetic lineages with a large pool of shared variants repeated sorting of standing genetic 

variation is a prevailing source for adaptive variation (CS4). We can expect a lower extent of 

shared variation among distantly related lineages, but this can be overcome by gene flow 

followed by introgression at reasonable geographic scales (e.g. Lewis et al., 2019). A major 

mechanism underlying non-parallelism observed in alpine A. arenosa in the field is likely 

phenotypic plasticity (CS2). In serpentine populations of A. arenosa, genetic architecture of 

adaptive traits possibly largely influenced the repeatability of adaptation in this system (CS5). 

The genetic architecture of the selected adaptive trait has a large impact on the extent of 

parallelism. Theory suggests that large-effect loci showing more predictable evolutionary paths 

via constrained genetic pathways are usually involved in the selection of a single well-defined 

stress factor (Coyne and Orr, 2004; Yeaman et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2021). In contrast, many 

loci with small effects are often under selection when facing more complex environmental 

challenges. In such cases, evolution takes different paths as the same adaptive phenotypes can 

be reached via a combination of different alleles/genes due to genetic redundancy in polygenic 

systems (Barghi et al., 2020; Láruson et al., 2020; Montejo-Kovacevich et al., 2021). This is 

also the case of serpentine A. arenosa with a polygenic basis of adaptation (CS4).  

  Approaches used in presented studies still have limitations. Distinguishing between 

adaptive differentiated candidates and candidates identified solely based on the effect of linkage 

is usually beyond the limits of the approaches used, given the studied populations are 

autotetraploid.  As a result, the extent of parallelism can be underestimated. The solution for 

future studies on how to unlink non-causal alleles is to use recombinant populations as was 

recently applied in Senecio lautus (James, Allsopp, et al., 2021). In recombinant populations 

putatively causative alleles are decoupled from surrounding non-causal variation. The 

advantage of A. arenosa is large effective population sizes, which makes the selection easy to 

detect, and allows randomization of linked polymorphism.  

Although serpentines fascinated evolutionary biologists for decades, there is a lack of 

studies associating genes underlying ecologically important traits, with their fitness 

consequences. Thus, we miss the crucial link between the phenotypic effect of a locus and its 

adaptive value. To detect genomic regions associated with fitness, in future studies, we can bulk 

segregant analysis combined with shallow individual sequencing. If we want to address parallel 

genomic basis of serpentine adaptation, it is necessary to create segregating F2 population for 

each serpentine – non-serpentine population pair and identify genomic regions underlying 

fitness variation in such mapping populations. Finally, we will be able to compare such fitness 

candidates with selection candidates previously detected from genome-wide divergence scans 

of the original populations. Future studies should also involve functional genomics using 

genetic knock-outs or gene transformation, which will help us validate the promising 

candidates. 

The new natural systems of parallel evolution, established in my thesis, will allow us to 

further examine the mechanisms of predictability of evolution. Indeed this has already been 

partly done both in the alpine system of A. arenosa (Bohutínská, Vlček, et al., 2021) as well as 

in serpentine A. arenosa (this thesis CS4 and CS5). Uncovering the extent of parallelism and 

causes of non-parallelism can help us to better understand the predictability of evolution i.e. to 
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which degree the extent of parallelism matches the theoretical expectations (Stern et al., 2009; 

Waters and McCulloch, 2021). Understanding repeatability is also essential for predicting how 

organisms will behave under environmental change. Further, it will help us to better assess the 

role of genetic redundancy in polygenic systems and functional constraints with impact on the 

extent of parallelism. Rapid adaptations in geographically separated populations can further 

help us to understand if de novo mutations in closely related lineages, such as we documented 

in TPC1 gene, are more common than we previously thought. The next step is to deconstruct 

complex adaptations and link the genotype – candidate genes or directly alleles – with their 

fitness effects in challenging environments. With an increasing number of promising model 

systems of parallel evolution and specifically with a deeper understanding of the genetic 

architecture of repeated adaptations, closing this gap is not far off. 
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Case study 1 

 

The evolutionary genomics of serpentine adaptation 
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Case study 2 

Parallel alpine differentiation in Arabidopsis arenosa 
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Case study 3 

Parallel colonization of subalpine habitats in the central 

European mountains by Primula elatior 
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Case study 4 

Parallel adaptation in autopolyploid Arabidopsis arenosa is 

dominated by repeated recruitment of shared alleles  
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Case study 5 

Genomic basis and phenotypic manifestation of (non-)parallel 

serpentine adaptation in Arabidopsis arenosa  
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Genomic basis and phenotypic manifestation of (non-)parallel 

serpentine adaptation in Arabidopsis arenosa  
 

Veronika Konečná, Marek Šustr, Doubravka Požárová, Martin Čertner, Anna Krejčová, Edita 

Tylová and Filip Kolář 

 

ABSTRACT 

Parallel evolution is common in nature and provides one of the most compelling examples of 

rapid environmental adaptation. In contrast to the recent burst of studies addressing genomic 

basis of parallel evolution, integrative studies linking genomic and phenotypic parallelism are 

scarce. Edaphic islands of toxic serpentine soils provide ideal systems for studying rapid 

parallel adaptation in plants. Serpentines are well-defined by a set of chemical selective factors 

and recent divergence between serpentine and geographically proximal non-serpentine 

populations allow mitigating confounding effects of drift. We leveraged threefold independent 

serpentine adaptation of Arabidopsis arenosa and used reciprocal transplant, ionomics, and 

available genome-wide polymorphisms to test if parallelism is manifested to a similar extent at 

both genomic and phenotypic levels. We found the varying magnitude of fitness differences, 

that was congruent with neutral genetic differentiation between populations, and limited costs 

of serpentine adaptation. Further, phenotypic parallelism in functional traits was pervasive. The 

genomic parallelism at the gene level was significant, although relatively minor. Therefore, the 

similarly modified phenotypes e.g. of ion uptake arose possibly by selection on different loci in 

similar functional pathways. In summary, we bring evidence for the important role of genetic 

redundancy in rapid adaptation involving traits with polygenic architecture. 

INTRODUCTION 

Adaptation is a key evolutionary mechanism for how organisms can cope with changing 

environments. Identifying adaptation, however, is challenging at both phenotypic and genetic 

levels as multiple confounding signals such as evolutionary constraints, demographic or 

stochastic genetic processes may produce patterns resembling adaptation. Multiple populations 

facing the same environmental challenge provide strong evidence for repeated adaptation 

within a species. If the same phenotypes independently emerge in similar habitats, it is more 

probable that these features evolved under natural selection than solely due to the stochastic 

forces (Lenormand et al., 2009). The same adaptive phenotypes can have a divergent genetic 

basis when e.g. different genes within a pathway are under selection in different independent 

populations (e.g. Fang et al., 2021) or a similar genetic basis when a source for adaptation is a 

shared pool of standing variation or pleiotropic constraint (Hämälä and Savolainen, 2019). 

Despite numerous examples of parallel adaptation, however, we have still a limited 

understanding of the genetic basis of parallel phenotypic changes and their interplay with the 

local environmental conditions. 

The strength of correlation between environmental factors and particular phenotypic 

traits, which are under the selection in multiple adapted populations, provide the system for 

quantification of the extent of parallelism. However, independently evolved ‘adaptive’ 

phenotypes are rarely identical, representing rather a continuum of non-parallel evolution 

(Stuart et al., 2017; Bolnick et al., 2018), in response to the complex interplay of the genetic 

basis of a trait, population history, and of local environmental heterogeneity (Rosenblum et al., 

2014; Fraïsse and Welch, 2019; James, Wilkinson, et al., 2021). Indeed, the varying extent of 
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phenotypic and genomic parallelism has been recently identified in many iconic examples of 

parallel evolution animals such as – threespine sticklebacks (Stuart et al., 2017; Magalhaes et 

al., 2021), salmonid fishes (Jacobs et al., 2020), guppies (Whiting et al., 2021), cichlids (Weber 

et al., 2021), marine snails (Morales et al., 2019), and songbirds (Salmón et al., 2021), but rarely 

investigated in plants (but see Knotek et al., 2020; James et al., 2021). For instance, Bohutínská 

et al. (2021) showed a divergence-dependent level of genomic parallelism in Brassicaceae i.e. 

with the increasing divergence between lineages the degree of gene reuse was decreasing. This 

is in congruence with findings in Senecio lautus (James, Arenas-Castro, et al., 2021; James, 

Wilkinson, et al., 2021), in which similar phenotypes with large divergence times within-

population pairs have arisen via mutational changes in different genes, although many of these 

genes shared the same biological functions. However, even in the system of recent post-glacial 

origin such as alpine populations of Heliosperma pusillum (Trucchi et al., 2017), they also 

achieved similar phenotypes via selection of different genes in the same functional pathways. 

In such polygenic systems we expect genetic redundancy, i.e. mutations in different genes 

(possibly within the same pathway) can lead to similar phenotypes and thus to phenotypic 

parallelism (Hermisson and Pennings, 2017; Höllinger et al., 2019; Barghi et al., 2020). In 

systems with high heterogeneity among the compared ‘parallel’ habitat types such as alpine 

stands, which may strikingly differ by a range of local parameters such as substrate and 

exposition, the extent of genomic and phenotypic parallelism may be underestimated. We thus 

need empirical evidence from other systems encompassing recent polygenic adaptation to more 

narrowly defined environmental challenges to explore if genetic redundancy can lead to 

phenotypic parallelism. 

Naturally toxic edaphic substrates, serpentines, represent one of the most challenging 

extreme environments for plants. Unlike alpine or coastal environments, selective conditions of 

serpentines can be easily manipulated in the experimental conditions as specific soil chemistry 

is the principal defining selective factor of serpentine habitats. Serpentines are defined by a 

highly skewed Ca/Mg ratio, high concentration of Mg, and elevated heavy metals such as Cr, 

Co, and Ni (Brady et al., 2005; O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011). Although occurring worldwide, 

serpentine outcrops are typically scattered as small edaphic ‘islands’, being surrounded by other 

less toxic substrates. This setup triggers parallel evolution via repeated colonization from the 

surrounding non-toxic substrates, which has been recently shown in the case of an 

autotetraploid Arabidopsis arenosa (Konečná et al., 2021). In its genetically highly diverse 

autotetraploid cytotype, low neutral genetic differentiation and recent split times between 

geographically proximal serpentine and non-serpentine populations indicate recent postglacial 

serpentine invasions that happened at least five times independently (Konečná et al., 2021). 

Arabidopsis arenosa thus represents an ideal plant model for studying the repeatability of 

adaptation towards a well-defined selective environment. Yet, while finding significant 

parallelism at the genomic level, the extent of phenotypic parallelism across relevant fitness 

and physiological traits and the question of whether both levels correlate remained unknown. 

Here, we used reciprocal transplants and asked to what extent the phenotypic evolution 

is repeatable during rapid parallel edaphic adaptation across three serpentine – non-serpentine 

A. arenosa population pairs. We hypothesize that in this recently postglacially diversified 

system with pervasive sharing of adaptive polymorphism (Konečná et al., 2021), genetic and 

phenotypic parallelism will be largely congruent. We quantified (i) genomic parallelism at 

genes (shared selection candidate loci) and functional pathways (shared gene ontology 

categories) and (ii) parallel phenotypic changes by scoring a diverse set of traits: fitness proxies, 

morphological functional traits and ion uptake. We specifically asked: (i) Do serpentine 

populations exhibit fitness differences in a direction corresponding to local substrate 

adaptation? If so, does the direction and magnitude of fitness response differ among population 

pairs in congruence with the level of neutral genetic differentiation? (ii) Is there a cost of 
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serpentine adaptation (trade-off) and how its extent varies over the three parallel population 

pairs? (iii) Does the extent of phenotypic parallelism correspond to gene-level parallelism, or 

does the genetic redundancy lead to limited gene parallelism?  

Local adaptation has been manifested in a congruent direction across all three parallel 

serpentine populations as the advantage of serpentine populations in their native soils and with 

utmost limited trade-offs. However, the magnitude of the adaptive response differed, following 

the level of genetic differentiation within population pairs. Further, we found pervasive 

phenotypic parallelism in functional traits with only a minority of traits showing non-parallel 

variation. Contrary to our initial hypothesis, gene-level parallelism was rare, especially when 

compared to high similarity in functional pathways. Likely, similar phenotypes arise mainly via 

selection of different genes in similar genetic pathways showing the role of genetic redundancy 

and stochasticity in rapid adaptation with polygenic basis. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study species and environment 

Arabidopsis arenosa is an obligate outcrosser that is widespread on semi-open rocky habitats 

characterised by reduced competition on various substrates, predominantly on calcareous and 

siliceous non-serpentine soils across most of Europe (Schmickl et al., 2012). For this study we 

collected seeds from three autotetraploid serpentine (S1, S2, S3) and three geographically 

proximal (<19 km distant) sister non-serpentine siliceous populations in Central Europe (N1, 

N2, N3; STable 1; Konečná et al., 2021). The differences in elevation within the pairs were 

small for S1-N1 - 71 m and S2-N2 - 22 m and higher for S3-N3 - 322 m, and the variation in 

local vegetation structure (open mixed/coniferous forests with rocky outcrops) and climatic 

variables among individual sites was negligible (Konečná et al., 2021). In contrast, we observed 

strong differences in soil chemistry, mainly driven by high level of heavy metals (Co, Cr, and 

Ni), high concentration of Mg, and low Ca/Mg ratio consistently differentiating serpentine 

substrates occupied by the studied populations from their paired adjacent non-serpentine 

counterparts (see Konečná et al., 2021 for details) (also quantified in our set of populations, 

SFig. 1). Thus, we consider substrate adaptations as a primary source of selective divergence 

between replicated serpentine and non-serpentine populations and use different soils as 

experimental treatments in the analysis of serpentine adaptation.   

Reciprocal transplant experiment/ Plant cultivation 

To test for local substrate adaptation in the three serpentine – non-serpentine population pairs, 

we compared plant fitness in the native versus foreign soil in a reciprocal transplant experiment. 

We reciprocally transplanted plants of serpentine and non-serpentine origin from three 

population pairs (S1–N1, S2–N2, S3–N3) that served as representatives of independent 

serpentine colonisations (Konečná et al., 2021). For each population pair, we transplanted 

young seedlings into serpentine and non-serpentine soils from their original sites (i.e., S1 plant 

cultivated in S1 and N1 soil and vice versa) in a common garden (Faculty of Science Charles 

University, 200 m; methodological details are provided in Supplementary Methods) and tested 

for the interaction between the soil treatment and substrate of origin in selected fitness 

indicators (described further) as a proxy of local substrate adaptation. We observed initial 

differences already in germination and young rosette sizes (Konečná et al., 2021), and thus 

continued with the cultivation for the entire growing season until seed set. 
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Trait scoring 

As the extent of the phenotypic parallelism is also dependent on the choice of measured traits, 

we scored a broad range of potentially relevant traits. Morphological traits directly linked to 

fitness (reproductive outputs) are the most obvious aims, in contrast, physiological or early 

developmental traits are only rarely scored due to technical limitations. To comprehensively 

explore the broad range of phenotypic variation we scored a diversity of functional traits. 

Specifically, we scored bolting and flowering time, rosette area, number of additive rosettes as 

morphological life-history traits and fruit production, total seed mass production, above ground 

and root biomass and survival as fitness proxies, ion uptake of five important elements 

characterizing serpentine substrate (Co, Cr, Ni, Ca, Mg), and functional traits of root growth 

and architecture in seedlings - total root growth, main root length, and density of lateral roots - 

in order to cover both early and later stages of plant development and both macroscopic and 

physiological properties. We included transitions to bolting, flowering, fruit production, and 

survival to cover all life stages. 

We cultivated plants for 10 months (January – October 2019). We scored bolting time 

when the first flowering buds appeared on elongated stems (cca at least 1 cm tall) and flowering 

time as opening of the first flowers every three/four days. Further, we have measured the rosette 

area (which correlated with rosette diameter, see Konečná et al., 2021) in time of the maximum 

rosette diameter (SFig 6 in Konečná et al., 2021) in four months since germination. We have 

been collecting fruits regularly once/twice a week since mid-June (five months since 

germination), additionally, we collected fruits in two time points, when most plants produced 

matured fruits. We excluded fruits with less than five seeds, as those were possibly not well 

developed (mean number of seeds/fruit: 73). We provide the summary of flowering/fruit 

proportion of plants in STable 2. At the end of the experiment, we counted and weighted seeds 

per each harvested fruit (1-22 fruits/plant). We used this value of seed mass/fruit to calculate 

average seed mass/population/treatment, the total seed mass production was then calculated by 

multiplying the total number of fruits by average seed mass/population/treatment. To account 

for possible seasonal variability, we tested if seeds produced until the end of July varied in 

weight from those produced later in the summer and the autumn, but we did not find a 

significant difference. Next, we counted the total number of additive rosettes (plants produced 

additive sister rosettes) in early September, and we weighted the above-ground biomass (from 

all plants which survived) and root biomass (we randomly chose five 

plants/population/treatment due to challenging and time-consuming sample preparation) after 

the harvest at the end of October. Finally, we scored the survival of plants continuously and at 

the end of the experiment. 

We quantified the concentration of the key serpentine-distinctive elements (Ca, Co, Cr, 

Mg, and Ni) in randomly selected 10 individuals from each serpentine and non-serpentine 

population cultivated in serpentine treatments (S1, S2, and S3). We collected leaves in mid-

May (after 2.5 months of cultivation in serpentine soils) and dried and decomposed samples 

prior to the analysis (see Supplementary Methods for details). To identify potential 

contamination of leaf samples we calculated the interquartile range (difference between the 

75th percentile and the 25th percentile) for all values of heavy metals (Co, Cr, and Ni) and 

removed all values (four samples, 6 % of all samples, in total) which had 1.5 times the 

interquartile range greater than the third quartile. 

Root growth experiments in calcium/magnesium solutions  

To analyse response to altered Ca/Mg ratio in the environments we conducted root growth 

experiments. We cultivated plants in vitro on agar-solidified media supplemented with various 

Ca/Mg ratios – 1.97 in control medium, 0.2 in medium simulating the mean Ca/Mg ratio in 
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natural serpentine populations involved in this study, and 0.04 in medium according to 

Bradshaw (2005). We measured the root traits (total root growth, main root length, and density 

of lateral roots) in plants 15 days since germination. Similarly to Berglund et al. (2004) we 

focused on root phenotypes, which directly mirror the stressful solutions, and they are visible 

even in the early stages of plant development. For cultivation details see Supplementary 

Methods. 

Statistical analysis of trait variation  

We assessed the variation in morphological life-history traits and fitness proxies by linear and 

generalized linear models (LM and GLM) and functional traits of root growth and architecture 

by linear mixed effect models (LMM). For each trait, we tested the effect of substrate of origin 

(S vs. N), population pair (1, 2, 3), treatment (S vs. N) and their interactions. Traits with 

deviation from Gaussian distribution were log or square root transformed to approach normality 

(indicated in Table 1, STable 6, STable 7). We used random effects of cultivation run and Petri 

dish for cultivation in LMM. No pair of measured traits was highly correlated (R > 0.8, SFig. 

2). Tests of significance for individual fixed-effect factors, substrate of origin, treatment, 

population pair, as well as the substrate of origin*treatment interaction were conducted by Type 

III Wald χ2 tests with the R package car. 

We used aster models (Geyer et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2008) to analyze the hierarchical 

composite fitness differences among populations separately within each soil treatment. This 

approach is suitable for combining multiple fitness traits with different distributions into a 

single composite fitness variable. The hierarchical structure of the model, however, did not 

allow to incorporate final harvested above-ground biomass (plants, which survived, but did not 

reproduce). For each individual, we used the following hierarchy: 1 -> bolting (Bernoulli 

distribution, 0/1) -> flowering (Bernoulli distribution, 0/1) -> fruit production (Bernoulli 

distribution, 0/1) -> total seed mass production (Poisson distribution). By comparing the nested 

models with the effect of substrate of origin, population pair, and their interaction using 

likelihood ratio tests, we found the model with the highest likelihood (substrate of 

origin*population pair) (STable 3). Using likelihood ratio tests, we also tested the differences 

between populations within population pairs in order to assess if populations significantly differ 

in composite hierarchical fitness. 

The aster model does not allow to incorporate possibly an important indicator of success 

in next season – above-ground biomass of plants, which did not produce fruits. Therefore, to 

further quantify fitness response using all five scored fitness proxies, we multiplied flowering 

proportion and early survival, fruit production, total seed mass production, late survival after 

fruit production, and above-ground biomass for both serpentine and non-serpentine plants in 

their native and foreign soil. The values of total seed mass production and above-ground 

biomass were standardized by the average of the serpentine – non-serpentine plants control 

values from non-serpentine treatment for each pair separately to account for population-pair 

variation. Besides the phenological and reproductive traits, we also included late survival and 

above-ground biomass, proxies for the plant’s success in the following year. Then, we used 

cumulative fitness to quantify the overall fitness trade-offs (cost of adaptation; following 

Hereford, 2009). We calculated the difference in relative fitness between a pair of serpentine 

and non-serpentine populations at each population’s native soil. These estimates were 

standardized by relative mean fitness at each soil. Further, we evaluated the relative magnitudes 

of local adaptations to serpentine soils by comparing serpentine and non-serpentine plants 

within each population pair cultivated in serpentine soil (following Hereford, 2009). The 

magnitudes of adaptations were expressed in terms of specific differences between the substrate 

of origins. We calculated these values based on overall cumulative fitness estimates. The 
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difference (native – foreign) represents the total increase in fitness due to local adaptation (if 

the values are positive). 

We tested the differences in functional traits (morphological life-history traits and 

fitness proxies) and leaf elemental concentrations (ionomic phenotypes) between the group of 

serpentine and non-serpentine populations cultivated in the stress environment (serpentine soil) 

using LM with substrate of origin, population pair and their interaction as fixed effects. To 

assess the degree of parallelism and non-parallelism more quantitatively, effect sizes of each 

factor and their interaction were estimated from the output of LM models (trait ∼ substrate of 

origin + population pair + substrate of origin*population pair) using a partial eta-squared 

method (anova_stats function) in R sjstats package. Larger effect of the substrate of origin than 

the effect of the substrate of origin*pop. pair interaction was an indication of parallelism while 

the opposite implied non-parallel serpentine/non-serpentine differentiation in that particular 

trait (Stuart et al., 2017). 

Leaf and soil elemental concentration analyses 

We used the soil elemental composition data from natural populations from Konečná et al. 

(2021) to identify major drivers of substrate adaptation in three serpentine populations. We 

further quantified the elemental composition of soils used in the reciprocal experiment for direct 

associations with leaf elemental concentrations using inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-OES; spectrometer INTEGRA 6000, GBC, Dandenong Australia). We 

monitored five elements (Ca, Co, Cr, Mg, and Ni) in both soil and leaf extract samples. Soil 

samples, which were collected from five pots/population/treatment at the same time as leaf 

samples in mid-May, were mixed, sieved and dried at 60 °C. Both soil and leaf samples were 

prepared according to a protocol summarised in Supplementary Methods.  

Quantification of gene parallelism 

We used already published individual resequencing data for serpentine (S1, S2, and S3) and 

non-serpentine (N1, N2, and N3) populations (7-8 individuals per population, 47 in total) from 

the study of Konečná et al. (2021). Raw data are available as a BioProject PRJNA667586 and 

PRJNA325082. To quantify the extent of gene parallelism we leveraged the threefold-replicated 

natural setup and already identified candidate genes that show repeated footprints of selection 

across three events of serpentine colonization in Konečná et al. (2021). Briefly, differentiation 

candidates were identified as gene-coding loci exhibiting excessive differentiation between 

serpentine – non-serpentine populations within each population pair using 1 % outlier FST 

window-based scans. Further, we identified parallel differentiation candidates as overlapping 

genes in differentiation candidate lists across at least two population pairs. We tested if such 

overlap is higher than a random number of overlapping items given the sample size using 

Fisher’s exact test in SuperExactTest in R package (Wang et al., 2015). Further, we calculated 

the proportion of shared genes as number of shared differentiation candidate genes per each 

two population pairs divided by the total number of differentiation candidate genes for selected 

population pair combination. 

 

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis and quantification of functional parallelism 

To infer function-level parallelism, we annotated differentiation candidates into biological 

processes, molecular pathways, and cellular components using gene ontology (GO) enrichment 

analysis for each population pair separately. We applied Fisher’s exact test with the classic 

algorithm implemented in the topGO R package (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2020). We worked 

with A. thaliana orthologs of A. lyrata genes obtained using biomaRt and A. thaliana was also 
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used as the background gene universe in all gene set enrichment analyses. With the “classic” 

algorithm each GO term is tested independently and it is not taking the GO hierarchy into 

account. Therefore, it is more suitable for comparisons across multiple lists of candidates to get 

overall quantification of parallelism. We accepted only significant GO terms (p < 0.05, Fisher’s 

exact test). We calculated the proportion of shared functions as the number of shared GO terms 

per each two population pairs divided by the total number of GO terms for selected population 

pair combination. In order to test if functional parallelism in GO terms is not driven solely by 

parallel differentiation candidate genes, we ran the same analyses also without these candidates. 

Functional protein association networks in STRING 

To search for functional associations among identified differentiation candidates from three 

population pairs, we used STRING v11 database (Szklarczyk et al., 2015) of protein-protein 

association networks. We used 'multiple proteins' search in Arabidopsis thaliana and these 

active interaction sources: co-expression, co-occurrence, databases, experiments, gene fusion, 

neighborhood, and textmining. We required the minimum interaction score of medium 

confidence (0.4) and retained only 1st shell associations. 

RESULTS  

Varying magnitude and direction of parallel serpentine adaptation in Arabidopsis arenosa 

In line with the hypothesis of parallel adaptation, originally serpentine populations grown in 

their native soils exhibited higher values in most of the fitness-related functional traits. 

Significant interaction of the substrate of origin with the soil treatment (p < 0.05, Type III Wald 

χ2 tests, Table 1, SFig. 3) was observed for the rosette area, number of additive rosettes, total 

seed mass production, above-ground and root biomass, and total root growth. To further 

quantify overall fitness differences, we further combined the joint contribution of four 

reproductive fitness traits in hierarchical aster models, which explicitly test the dependence of 

particular reproductive fitness traits on the others together with the transition among them in 

each treatment (Fig. 1A). We observed significantly higher composite fitness for originally 

serpentine populations S1 and S3 grown in their native serpentine substrate as compared to their 

paired non-serpentine populations (Fig. 1A; 45.63 and 56.42, respectively; STable 4). The 

difference in population pair 2 was negligible, reflecting the overall very low survival of both 

populations (62 %) in serpentine soil 2 (STable 2). 
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Table 1. Effects of substrate of origin (S vs. N)/ population pair (1, 2, 3)/ treatment (S vs. N soil)/ and their 

interactions on functional traits were tested by linear models (LM), binomial generalized linear models (GLM 

binomial), and linear mixed effect models (LMM). Tests of significance for individual fixed effect factors and 

interaction were conducted by Type III Wald χ2 tests. The random effects in LMM were cultivation batch and 

Petri dish for cultivation. The last three traits were assessed in a separate experiment using growth media (treatment 

here is represented by different Ca/Mg concentrations). *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; ∙ p < 0.1  

Response 

variable 

Transfor-

mation 

Model Substrate of origin Pop. pair Treatment Substrate of 

origin*treatment 

Df χ2 p Df χ2 p Df χ2 p Df χ2 p 

Bolting time 

[days] 

log LM 1 2.0524 n 2 26.350

6 

*** 1 6.8092 ** 1 2.4737 ns 

Flowering time 

[days] 

log LM 1 0.0088 ns 2 3.5704 * 1 5.5588 * 1 0.0618 ns 

Rosette area 

[mm2] 

sqrt LM 1 74.026

9 

**

* 

2 4.0045 * 1 382.81

76 

*** 1 51.433

37 

*** 

N of additive 

rosettes  

log LM 1 34.443

9 

**

* 

2 9.9119 *** 1 91.488

5 

*** 1 14.243

5 

*** 

Probability of 

fruit production 

(0/1) 

 GLM 

binomial  

1 10.229

5 

** 

 

2 3.576 ns 1 14.042

9 

*** 

 

1 2.8821 . 

Total seed mass 

production [mg] 

log LM  1 27.242

3 

**

* 

2 6.3113 ** 1 26.931

9 

*** 1 12.694

5 

*** 

Above-ground 

biomass [mg] 

sqrt LM  1 9.6231 ** 2 9.6957 

 

*** 1 104.77

75 

*** 1 13.818

5 

*** 

Root biomass 

[mg] 

log LM 1 15.652

2 

 

**

* 

2 16.957

5 

 

*** 1 61.321

5 

 

***  1 14.266

2 

*** 

Probability of 

late survival 

(after fruit 

production) 

(0/1) 

 GLM 

binomial  

1 6.5438  * 2 4.7977  . 1 8.0743 ** 1 2.1933 ns 

Total root 

growth [cm] 

log LMM  1 123.71

03 

**

* 

2 14.784

6 

 

*** 2 60.011

3 

 

*** 2 44.413

6 

 

*** 
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Main root 

length [cm] 

 LMM  1 16.460

7 

 

**

* 

2 8.9317 

 

* 2 24.980

6 

 

*** 2 6.2092 

 

* 

Density of 

lateral roots 

(number of 

lateral 

roots/main root 

length) 

sqrt LMM  1 12.977

2 

 

**

* 

2 17.541

7 

 

*** 2 20.203

0 

 

*** 2 8.0637 

 

* 

 

Fig. 1. Local adaptation to serpentine soils in three parallel population pairs of A. arenosa. A) Hierarchical 

composite fitness (+-SEs) for serpentine (green) and non-serpentine (violet) plants cultivated in local serpentine 

(S) and non-serpentine (N) soils. Estimates were taken from hierarchical aster models combining proportion of 

bolting plants, proportion of flowering plants, fruit production, and total seed mass. The significant (p < 0.001) 

interactions were found for the S1 - N1 and S3 - N3 population pairs (complete results in STable 4). B) Cumulative 

fitness calculated by combining five reproductive and vegetative traits (flower proportion and early survival, fruit 

production, total seed mass production, late survival after fruit production, and above-ground biomass). Note the 

y-axes have been adjusted to different ranges to aid visibility. C) Example photos illustrating parallel response to 

serpentine soils (dot colours denote the plant origin; from the left: population pair 1 – 2 – 3; photos taken by V. 

Konečná). D) Relative fitness advantage of the originally serpentine population in its native and foreign (i.e. non-

serpentine) soils calculated based on cumulative fitness estimates. On the left side, both populations from the pair 

(as we are addressing serpentine adaptation only serpentine populations are visualized) had higher relative fitness 

in their native soils indicating fitness trade-off. On the right side, the serpentine population had relatively higher 

fitness than non-serpentine population in both soil treatments. Note: each fitness advantage estimate was 

standardized by the relative mean fitness of plants at each soil treatment. 
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Further, we calculated cumulative fitness (STable 5) based on vegetative and 

reproductive fitness proxies, to quantify differences in the magnitude of local adaptation among 

population pairs (Fig. 1B). In all cases, the magnitude of local adaptation was positive (Table 

2), which indicates the advantage of serpentine populations in their native soil and selection 

against immigrants (Hereford, 2009). Yet, the magnitude of this response differs among 

population pairs, which is in line with varying relative fitness differences already observed in 

aster models. We found the lowest value for population pair 2 and highest for pair 3, which is 

fully in congruence with increasing genome-wide differentiation of population pairs 2 < 1 < 3 

(Table 2). Overall, serpentine populations have higher fitness in serpentine soils than their 

originally non-serpentine counterparts, although its magnitude strongly varied, altogether 

providing strong evidence for substrate-driven local adaptation. 

 
Table 2. Estimated magnitude of local adaptation in serpentine soils. 

 

Population 

pair 

Genetic 

differentiation 

(FST)1 

Substrate 

environmental 

distance2 

Magnitude of local 

adaptation — 

cumulative fitness3 

Relative difference in 

hierarchical 

composite fitness4 

S1-N1 0.069 4.174 0.090 45.635 

S2-N2 0.029 6.682 0.007 1.129 

S3-N3 0.085 6.934 1.579 56.414 

1 inferred from genome-wide nearly-neutral fourfold degenerated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) by 

Konečná et al. (2021) 
2 environmental distances were calculated based on chemical analysis of 20 elements in in soils sampled at 

original locations 
3 cumulative fitness gathered by multiplication of flower production and early survival, fruit production, total 

seed mass production, late survival after fruit production, and above-ground biomass 
4 inferred by hierarchical aster model performed on proportion of bolting plants -> proportion of flowering 

plants -> fruit production -> total seed mass production 

In line with the differences in the direction we also found variation in trade-offs. While 

population pairs 1 and 2 exhibited costs of serpentine adaptation in the non-serpentine soils 

(based on cumulative fitness values), a positive fitness advantage in the foreign non-serpentine 

soil was present in the S3 population (0.148), reflecting larger viability of S3 even in the non-

serpentine soil (Fig. 1D). Yet, even in cases involving trade-offs, serpentine adaptation had a 

limited cost (1.52 average fitness advantage in native soil vs. -0.3 average fitness advantage in 

foreign soil, Fig. 1D). This is also in congruence with minor and nonsignificant differences in 

the survival of plants in non-serpentine treatment (89 % survival of originally serpentine plants 

vs. 87 % survival of originally non-serpentine plants). 

Varying levels of phenotypic parallelism across functional traits 

We further analyzed the magnitude of response to serpentine across distinct population pairs in 

the individual functional traits in order to identify traits exhibiting parallel responses. We 

identified traits exhibiting strong parallel response to the serpentine soil as those have a larger 

effect of the substrate of origin than the substrate of origin*population pair when grown in the 

selective serpentine soil (Fig. 2A, B). Regardless of the population pair, originally serpentine 
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plants bolted earlier, had larger rosette area, higher number of additive rosettes, higher seed 

mass, higher root biomass, and lower uptake of Ca, Co, Cr, Mg, and Ni than non-serpentine 

plants when cultivated in serpentine soil (STable 6, Fig. 2A, B, SFig. 4).  

On the contrary, we found only a minority of traits that showed rather non-parallel 

variation i.e. a dominant effect of the substrate of origin*population pair interaction: above-

ground biomass, flowering time, and Ca/Mg ratio in plants. The most remarkable difference 

was found for the Ca/Mg ratio, where S2 and S3 populations accumulated relatively higher 

Ca/Mg ratios than their paired N populations, while we observed a reverse trend in population 

pair 1 with lower (i.e. more skewed) values in S1 (Fig. 2C; as a consequence of the lower Ca 

uptake, Fig. S2). To test if such differences in Ca/Mg uptake also correspond to non-parallel 

response to altered Ca/Mg ratio in the environment, we cultivated plants of all populations in 

vitro on agar-solidified media with modified Ca/Mg ratio and scored root growth and 

architecture. We observed consistently better root growth of originally serpentine over non-

serpentine plants in highly skewed Ca/Mg environments (Fig. 2D, E). In addition, lower Ca/Mg 

ratio affected root architecture: serpentine plants had longer main roots and a lower density of 

lateral roots. Interestingly, such results were consistent over the three population pairs (Fig. 

2D), suggesting that the specific pattern of Ca and Mg uptake of S1 population in serpentine 

soil is not mirrored in distinct fitness response to skewed Ca/Mg concentrations per se and this 

population likely evolved a distinct mechanism how to cope with low Ca/Mg ratio in its above-

ground tissues. 

Altogether, in line with expectations, the recently diverged serpentine populations 

exhibited pervasive phenotypic parallelism in functional traits in early as well as in later 

developmental stages with only a minority of traits showing non-parallel variation. 
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Fig. 2. Variation in the extent of parallelism among individual morphological life-history traits (A) and leaf 

elemental concentrations (B) scored on plants cultivated in the selective serpentine soils. The extent of parallelism 

was estimated as effect sizes (Eta2) in linear models addressing the effect of the substrate of origin (S vs. N), pop. 

pair (1, 2, 3), and their interaction, calculated separately for each trait (see STable 7 for input values). The effect 

size of the substrate of origin (y-axis) shows the extent to which a given trait diverges predictably between 

serpentine and non-serpentine plants, i.e., in parallel, while the substrate of origin*population pair effect size (x-

axis) quantifies the extent to which serpentine/non-serpentine phenotypic divergence varies across population pairs 

(i.e., deviates from parallel). Points falling above the dashed line have a larger substrate of origin effect (i.e. 

parallel) than the substrate of origin*pop. pair interaction effect (i.e. non-parallel). Green arrows indicate the 

overall trend in trait value in populations of serpentine origin. C) Variation in the ratio of Ca/Mg content in the 

leaves of paired serpentine and non-serpentine populations cultivated in their corresponding serpentine soils. Note: 

asterisks denote the significance of the substrate of origin*treatment interaction (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p 

<= 0.05; STable6). D) Differences in root growth of the three population pairs after 15 days since germination; 

note: 1.97 is a control medium, green: plants of serpentine origin, violet: plants of non-serpentine origin. Asterisks 

denote the significance of the effect of substrate of origin*treatment interaction (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p 

<= 0.05). E) Illustrative photo from cultivation of N1 and S1 plant in 0.04 Ca/Mg treatment. 
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Genomic drivers of phenotypic parallelism 

To uncover the genetic architecture underlying the observed parallel phenotypes, we also 

quantified and characterized parallelism at the level of genes and functions. First, we took 

differentiation candidate genes (1 % outliers in FST genetic differentiation between S and N 

populations; SData 1) identified by Konečná et al. (2021) for each pair and tested for gene-level 

parallelism. Although, we found a significant over-representation of shared genetic candidates 

across all combinations of population pairs (Fig. 3A; Fisher’s exact test; p < 0.05; SData 1), the 

proportion of shared candidate genes was rather low, ranging from 2.16 % to 2.4 % (Table S8).  

Fig. 3. Significant genomic 

parallelism among three 

investigated population pairs 

of A. arenosa. A) Intersection 

of differentiation candidate 

genes – parallelism by genes. 

B) Intersection of gene 

ontology terms in biological 

processes domain – 

parallelism by function. The 

number of the overlapping 

items was significantly higher 

than random across all 

intersections (p < 0.05; 

Fisher’s exact test; SData 1 

and SData 2). C) Parallelism 

by function – significantly 

enriched biological processes 

or KEGG pathways extracted 

by STRING database; we used 

medium and higher 

confidence associations – 

displayed by thickness of the 

lines (thick line is 0.4 and large 

line is 0.7 edge confidence). 

Note: colours are matching 

with part A) and B). Parallel 

differentiation candidates 

consist of multiple colours. 

 

 

 

 

 

As the low gene-level parallelism might reflect genetic redundancy, we further 

associated all differentiation candidates with corresponding functional pathways (gene 

ontology – GO – enrichment analysis; SData 2) and quantified function-level parallelism (Fig. 

3B) as the percentage of shared enriched GO terms between any two pairs of populations 

(STable 8). All overlaps were significant (Fisher’s exact test; p < 0.05, SData 2) and the extent 

of pairwise overlap ranged from 2.02 % to 8.43 % for the most relevant category of biological 

process (BP; similar results were also achieved for molecular functions, and cellular 

components; STable 8). We also observed significant functional parallelism even after 

removing the parallel differentiation candidates for GO enrichment analysis (STable 8). 

Significantly enriched BP in all three population pairs were cellular process and metabolic 
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process. BP categories shared between two population pairs were more specific, reflecting 

multiple processes that are relevant for facing the toxic serpentine soils (Fig. 4): (i) cellular 

transport: transport (shared between S2-N2 and S3-N3), protein transport, protein localization, 

and organonitrogen compound metabolic process (all S1-N1 and S2-N2); (ii) abiotic stress: 

regulation of abscisic acid-activated signalling pathway, important in stress signalling (S1-N1 

and S3-N3), response to endoplasmic reticulum stress (S1-N1 and S2-N2), and cellular response 

to stimulus (S1-N1 and S3-N3); and (iii) developmental processes: anatomical structure 

development (S1-N1 and S2-N2) and sexual sporulation (S1-N1 and S2-N2) (for complete lists 

see SData 2). 

To further inspect function-level parallelism by a more specific pathway-oriented 

analyses, we inferred protein-protein functional networks from a combination of the 

differentiation candidates inferred for all three serpentine populations in STRING database. We 

found representative functional associations of distinct differentiation candidate genes inferred 

from different population pairs (Fig. 3C). For multiple functionally relevant parallel GO terms 

we showed that in each serpentine population, selection likely targeted different genes which 

belonged to the same pathway or developmental process. The STRING analysis also showed 

that candidate genes were highly inter-connected within such pathways (STable 9). Overall, we 

found significant parallelism by genes and functions associated with serpentine stress with 

evidence for selection on different genes from the same functional pathways possibly 

underlying the origin of functional parallel traits. 

 

Fig. 4. Functional responses to the major environmental challenges of serpentine substrates detected by gene and 

functional pathway-level analysis of A. arenosa. The figure summarizes key serpentine-specific challenges 

following (Brady et al., 2005; O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011; Konečná et al., 2020), relevant significantly enriched 

biological process GO terms and differentiation candidate genes which were inferred for at least one (thin) and 

two/three (bold) serpentine populations. In the centre is an illustrative cartoon of the A. arenosa plant with 

phenotypic changes in line with serpentine adaptation detected in this study. Note: parallel genes and GO terms 

are in bold. 
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DISCUSSION 

Varying magnitude of local adaptation and limited trade-offs 

Despite generally significant serpentine adaptation, the magnitude of fitness differences 

between originally serpentine and non-serpentine populations strikingly varied among the three 

population pairs, raising a question on the reason for such variation. Firstly, the overall 

difference in selective environment may determine strength of the selection and thus also the 

extent of phenotypic divergence; positive correlation between magnitude of local adaptation 

and environmental distance, although with the small effect, was shown already by meta-

analyses (Hereford, 2009). Although the S3 – N3 population pair exhibited the largest 

magnitude of local adaptation and was also the most diverged based on substrate environmental 

distance, this was not true for population pair 2 with comparable substrate environmental 

distance, yet by far the smallest magnitude of local adaptation (Table 2). Secondly, neutral 

genetic differentiation, mirroring the extent of genetic divergence and intensity of gene flow, 

may indicate that population genomic processes play an important role (Savolainen et al., 2013). 

Indeed, the magnitude of local adaptation was always in congruence with the genome-wide 

differentiation within population pairs. It suggests that higher genetic differentiation between 

geographically proximal serpentine and non-serpentine populations results in a higher 

difference in fitness of plants cultivated in the serpentine soils (Fig. 1A, B). Although there was 

broad evidence for local serpentine adaptation (reviewed e.g. in Brady et al., 2005; Konečná et 

al., 2020), experimental cultivations were not accompanied by genetic investigations of 

population history. Systematic studies on a larger number of S-N population contrasts are 

needed to understand the relationship between genetic differentiation and magnitude of local 

adaptation. 

Using various combinations of fitness proxies, we detected utmost limited trade-offs of 

serpentine adaptation, i.e. typically no cost of serpentine adaptation in non-serpentine soil. 

Limited cost of adaptation seems to be in congruence with a major trend in other studies 

summarized by Hereford (2009). Generally, adaptation trade-offs can rather evolve in 

homogeneous environment (e.g. in copper tolerance in Mimulus guttatus (Wright et al., 2013) 

than in heterogenous environment (Bono et al., 2017). For example, there was no difference in 

survival in non-serpentine sites between serpentine and non-serpentine M. guttatus (Selby and 

Willis, 2018) and only a little cost of adaptation was identified in serpentine Arabidopsis lyrata 

(Veatch-Blohm et al., 2017). Even in the pioneering serpentine reciprocal transplant 

experiments, Kruckeberg (1951) demonstrated the absence of trade-offs over various serpentine 

plants. He also proposed that the causes of trade-offs are related to the presence/absence of 

competition. Although, there is not much evidence to support this hypothesis (Sianta and Kay, 

2019), in Helianthus exilis local serpentine adaptation was observed only without competition 

(Sambatti and Rice, 2006). Due to the absence of competitors in our experiments, we cannot 

rule out this explanation for the limited cost of adaptation. On the other hand, similar habitat 

types, generally low-competitive open mixed/coniferous forests with rocky outcrops, of 

serpentine vs. non-serpentine A. arenosa populations rather suggest comparable level of 

competition in both habitats. 

Pervasive phenotypic parallelism 

We detected parallel response to the selective serpentine substrate over the three independent 

serpentine populations in nearly all scored phenotypic traits (Fig. 2A, B). According to our 

expectations, in this recently diverged system encompassing postglacially adapted populations 

(Konečná et al., 2021), parallelism is largely manifested at the phenotypic level. The parallel 

traits, with larger effect size of the substrate of origin than the effect size of substrate of 
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origin*population pair interaction, were prevailing – 10 out of 13 morphological life-history 

traits, fitness proxies, and traits related to ion uptake. Therefore, we showed that the phenotypic 

trait divergence between serpentine and non-serpentine populations seems to be largely 

predictable in A. arenosa. Experimental studies of serpentine adaptation revealed a range of 

life-history traits and physiological mechanisms showing similar responses among serpentine 

populations (e.g. Rajakaruna et al., 2003; Kolář et al., 2014), but also the variation in parallel 

traits depending on the similarity in the chemistry of the compared original serpentine soils (e.g. 

Berglund et al., 2004). The extent of parallelism was rarely studied and comprehensively 

quantified across multiple morphological and life-history traits, focusing mainly on animals 

(but see Knotek et al., 2020; James, Wilkinson, et al., 2021).  

As specific soil chemistry is the principal selective factor of serpentines, regulation of 

micro-/macronutrients uptake and exclusion of heavy metals are expected to be the prime 

adaptive mechanisms (Brady et al., 2005; Kazakou et al., 2008). In line with this, serpentine 

adaptation in A. arenosa is likely dominantly driven by high levels of heavy metals (Co, Cr, 

and Ni), high concentration of Mg, and low Ca/Mg ratio, because concentration of these 

elements was consistently differentiating the original serpentine and non-serpentine soils (SFig. 

1). Congruently, we found reduced uptake of all these elements in serpentine compared to non-

serpentine plants when cultivated in serpentine soils, which was consistent across the three 

population pairs. Arabidopsis arenosa seems to reduce the uptake of heavy metals such as Ni, 

similarly as has been shown for closely related A. lyrata (Veatch-Blohm et al., 2017) and some 

other species from the same geographic region such as Knautia arvensis group (Kolář et al., 

2014). Importantly, response to the altered Ca/Mg ratios, perhaps the most determining 

character of serpentines (Brady et al., 2005), has been observed already in the early life stages. 

We observed highly parallel trend of higher root growth of serpentine populations in media 

with highly skewed Ca/Mg ratios, well supporting similar studies on serpentine ecotypes of 

some other species (Cerastium alpinum and K. arvensis; Berglund et al., 2004; Kolář et al., 

2014) yet not universally (e.g. Galium valdepilosum; Kolář et al., 2013 and Streptanthus 

polygaloides; Boyd et al., 2009). Similarly to C. alpinum, also non-serpentine plants of 

A. arenosa had a higher number of lateral roots than serpentine plants. Different root growth 

strategies possibly evolved in serpentine populations as a response to high chemical stress the 

majority of resources are invested in the main root growth and the formation of lateral roots is 

down-regulated (Berglund et al., 2004). Furthermore, the highest difference in this trait was in 

population pair 3, in which relevant differentiation candidate genes have been identified by a 

divergence scan (reduce lateral root formation (RLF), repressor of lateral root initiation 

(NRT2.1); SData 1) suggesting genetic basis of such trait. 

Causes and consequences of non-parallel phenotypes 

Despite the generally dominant phenotypic parallelism, we observed regionally specific 

patterns in three traits: above-ground biomass, flowering time and varying Ca/Mg ratio in 

leaves. Besides that, the non-parallelism was also observed in the germination rate in serpentine 

soils in a previous study by Konečná et al. (2021). While N2 and N3 populations had 93 % and 

86 % germination rates, the N1 population did not germinate at all in serpentine soil (Konečná 

et al., 2021). Such locally-specific responses may reflect a complex interplay of the genetic 

basis of traits, genetic drift, and local environmental heterogeneity (Rosenblum et al., 2014; 

Fraïsse and Welch, 2019; James, Wilkinson, et al., 2021). In the case of leaf Ca/Mg ratio, S2 

and S3 populations had relatively higher leaf Ca/Mg ratios than proximal non-serpentine 

populations, yet the opposite was observed for S1-N1 population pair. Highly skewed Ca/Mg 

ratio (<1) is the major factor defying serpentines worldwide (O’Dell and Rajakaruna, 2011) and 

the importance of Ca availability in the light of increased Mg has been highlighted for almost 

a century (Novák, 1928; Vlamis and Jenny, 1948; Vlamis, 1949; Kruckeberg, 1954; Walker et 
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al., 1955). For instance, adapted serpentine populations of  A. millefolium had higher leaf Ca/Mg 

ratio than non-serpentine plants suggesting root to shoot transfer of calcium, selective uptake 

of Ca, or exclusion of Mg (O’Dell and Claassen, 2006). Variation in leaf Ca/Mg ratio among 

serpentine A. lyrata populations has been also shown by Veatch-Blohm et al. (2013). In 

A. arenosa, reduced uptake of Mg seems to be an important mechanism how to regulate the 

Ca/Mg ratio in serpentine plants (SFig. 4). Levels of Ca2+ cations in the cells are controlled by 

an array of channels and carriers pointing to the complex genetic basis of Ca homeostasis and 

signalling (Tang and Luan, 2017). Interestingly, one of the parallel differentiation candidate 

genes encoding central calcium channel and mediating stress signalling – TPC1 (Choi et al., 

2014) appeared as a selection candidate in population pairs 2 and 3, but not in pair 1 (Konečná 

et al., 2021) suggesting that observed non-parallelism may have a genetic basis. 

Other non-parallel trait was flowering time, which was a subject of many studies on 

serpentine adaptation. The selection for flowering shifts with genetic basis has been shown in 

various taxa adapted to serpentine soils in California (Sianta and Kay, 2019). Sianta and Kay 

(2021) also showed that colonization of serpentine sites can cause maladaptive shifts to later 

flowering in the early stages of divergence. Indeed, this is in congruence with observations in 

A. arenosa, where we observed later flowering in the S2 population than in the N2 population, 

i.e. in the population pair exhibiting the most recent divergence time (Konečná et al., 2021). 

Although earlier flowering in serpentine plants was documented in many species, for instance 

in Solidago virgaurea (Sakaguchi et al., 2017), Picris hieracioides (Sakaguchi et al., 2018), and 

Helianthus exilis (Sambatti and Rice, 2006), Sianta and Kay (2021) showed shifts to later 

flowering in serpentine taxa. This is in high contrast to the general paradigm that serpentine 

adapted plants flower early to escape the drought in rocky serpentine sites in summer (Brady et 

al., 2005; Ferris and Willis, 2018). Such mixed evidence for plant earlier vs. later flowering in 

serpentine compared to non-serpentine populations is thus recapitulated also in our dataset and 

we hypothesize it might be due to variation among serpentine habitats. In particular, the S3 

population with the earliest flowering time occupies the south-facing rocky outcrops that are 

most likely candidates for a selective extreme habitat affected by summer drought. 

Genetic redundancy and polygenic architecture underlying observed parallelism 

We observed significant gene parallelism but affecting a relatively low number of genes 

(ranging from 2.16 % to 2.4 %). It is rather surprising given the large pool of variation shared 

in this polyploid and recently diverged system (Konečná et al., 2021). However, it is consistent 

with an array of other studies showing similar levels of parallelism (Lai et al., 2019; Preite et 

al., 2019; Ji et al., 2020; Bohutínská et al., 2021; James, Wilkinson, et al., 2021; Papadopulos 

et al., 2021). Although, possibly high number of false-positive candidates resulting from FST 

scans can lead to a decrease in the percentage of parallels. This extent of parallelism 

corresponds with genetic redundancy and polygenic architecture of serpentine adaptation.  

Relative low number of shared differentiation candidate genes can also reflect relatively 

simple genetic architecture of serpentine adaptation that is driven by only a few high-effect 

genes. Although this seems to be indeed the case for several serpentine plants (Silene, Mimulus; 

(Bratteler et al., 2006; Selby and Willis, 2018)), it is likely not the case of Arabidopsis. 

Polygenic basis of serpentine adaptation, i.e. allele frequency shifts in many genes across 

population pairs (Yeaman, 2015; Wilkinson et al., 2021), has been previously identified by 

high-density divergence scans for selection in A. arenosa and A. lyrata (Turner et al., 2010; 

Arnold et al., 2016; Konečná et al., 2021). These studies showed that many loci with small 

effects are often under selection when facing complex even well-defined environmental 

challenges. In contrast, evidence for simple genetic architecture is typically based on 

quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies, such as Ni tolerance in Silene vulgaris and Caulanthus 

amplexicaulis (Bratteler et al., 2006; Burrell et al., 2012) and survival of Mimulus guttatus 
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(Selby and Willis, 2018). Importantly, QTL studies are usually biased to detect major-effect 

loci thus providing limited insights into polygenic adaptations.  

We also observed similarity in functional pathways, moreover, many of which were 

corresponding to observed parallel phenotypic differences in iron ion homeostasis, inorganic 

cation transmembrane transport, steroid biosynthetic process; molecular functions of calcium 

ion binding; and KEGG pathway (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) of plant hormone signal 

transduction (Fig. 3C and Fig. 4 for other functional pathways). Importantly, significant 

overlaps in such GO terms remained even if parallel gene candidates were excluded, 

demonstrating selection on different genes in similar functional pathways and developmental 

processes. This shows the important role of genetic redundancy in rapid adaptations with 

polygenic basis (Boyle et al., 2017; Barghi et al., 2020; Láruson et al., 2020). That genetic 

redundancy as important factor underlying parallel adaptation towards complex environmental 

challenges has been also shown in other systems such as in alpine Heliosperma pusillum 

(Trucchi et al., 2017; Szukala et al., 2021) or dune Senecio lauttus (James, Allsopp, et al., 2021), 

but also from more narrowly defined environments – metal-polluted mines in Silene uniflora 

(Papadopulos et al., 2021) or temperature adaptations in Drosophila simulans (Barghi et al., 

2019). In summary, given the expected polygenic basis of adaptation, it is unlikely that limited 

gene-level parallelism simply reflects genetic architecture but rather represent a combined 

effect of genetic redundancy and potential technical limitations of selection scans (e.g. 

increased rates of single-region false positives and limits in the detection of soft sweeps (Hoban 

et al., 2016)). 

Conclusions 

Here we document overall parallel response to serpentine substrate across a diversity of 

functional traits with utmost very limited trade-offs. Repeatedly identified enrichment of 

multiple relevant functional pathways, despite rather modest gene-level parallelism, 

demonstrates the complex interplay of allele sharing, likely polygenic architecture of the 

adaptation, and genetic redundancy underlies the observed parallel phenotypic manifestation of 

serpentine adaptation. Despite this general trend, there are also certain population- and trait-

specific non-parallel deviations likely reflecting rather differences in genetic processes than 

variation in selective effect of the local environments. Further investigations of the genotype-

phenotype links in well-defined strongly selective environments, such as serpentines, will help 

us to better assess the role of genetic redundancy in polygenic systems and its impact on the 

extent of parallelism in adaptation and thus evolutionary predictability. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 

Reciprocal transplant experiment 

We germinated seeds from 12 mother plants (each representing a seed family of a mixture of 

full- and half-sibs) from each population in Petri dishes filled by either type of soil (15 

seeds/family/treatment). Seeds germinated in the growth chamber (Conviron) under conditions 

approximating spring season at the original sites: 12 h dark at 10 °C and 12 h light at 20 °C. 

Due to zero germination of N1 seeds in S1 soil, we measured differential growth response on 

plants that were germinated in the non-serpentine soils and were subjected to the differential 

soil treatment later, in a seedling stage. We chose 44–50 seedlings equally representing progeny 

of 11 maternal plants per each population (in total 284 seedlings), transferred each plant to a 

separate pot filled either with ~1 L of the original or the alternative paired soil (i.e. S1 soil for 

N1 population and vice versa). We randomly swapped the position of each pot twice a week 

and watered them with tap water when needed. The germination rates were published in 

Konečná et al. (2021). 

Elemental analysis of soil and leaf samples 

Determination of Ca, Co, Cr, Mg, and Ni in plant tissues of A. arenosa and soil samples was 

carried out using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP OES).  

Due to very small amounts of leaf samples in units to tens of mg, the samples were 

decomposed prior to the analysis using the microwave oven Speedwave ®Xpert (Berghof, 

Germany, maximal applied power 2000 W) with a multi-tube system. The plant tissue (2 

replicates, 8 – 50 mg according to the available sample amount) was inserted into digestion 

tubes and treated with 2 ml of sub boilingly distilled (Berghof, Germany) nitric acid (Lachner, 

the Czech Republic) under the following conditions: 10 min hold on 170 °C, 30 % of maximal 

power, 10 min on 200 °C, 30 % of power, 30 min on 30 °C, 0 % of power. The mineralised 

samples were filled up to the final volume of 10 ml with deionised water (conductivity 0.055 

μS/cm, Evoqua Water Technologies, Germany). 

The elemental analysis of Ca, Co, Cr, Mg, and Ni was carried out using the sequential, 

radially viewed ICP OES spectrometer INTEGRA 6000 (GBC, Dandenong Australia) equipped 

with the ultrasonic nebulizer U5000AT+ (Teledyne Cetac Technologies, the USA), concentric 

nebulizer (2 ml.min−1) and a glass cyclonic spray chamber (both Glass Expansion, Australia). 

The analytical lines used were Mg 285.2213 nm, Ca 422.673 nm, Ni 221.647 nm, Co 238.892 

nm, and Cr 267.716 nm. The operation conditions of the ICP OES analysis were as follows: 

sample flow rate 1.5 mL.min−1, plasma power 1000 W, plasma, auxiliary and nebulizer gas 

flow rates 10, 0.4, and 0.52 L.min−1, respectively, photomultiplier voltage 600 V for Co, Cr, 

and Ni and 350 V for Ca and Mg, view height 6.5mm, three replicated reading on-peak 1 s, 

fixed point background correction. The multielement standards containing 10 – 5 – 1 – 0.5 – 

0.1 mg.L−1 of Mg and Ca and 0.1 – 0.05 – 0.01 – 0.005 – 0.001 mg.L−1 of Co, Cr, and Ni were 

used for instrument calibration. The external calibration standards were prepared using standard 

solutions of Ca, Co, Cr, Mg, and Ni all containing 1 g.L−1 (SCP, Canada). The limits of 

detection (concentration equal to three times the standard deviation at the point of the 

background correction) were 0.0005 μg.L−1 for Co, Cr, and Ni and 2 μg.L−1 for Ca and Mg. 

Certified reference material (Bush twigs and leaves GBW 07602 from the China National 

Analysis Centre for Iron and Steel, Beijing) was used to validate the method and for the quality 

control. 

For the elemental soil analysis, we used extraction method of Mehlich III (Zbíral et al., 

2016). The extraction buffer contained: 0.2 mol/L CH3COOH, 0.015 mol/L NH4F, 0.013 mol/L 
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HNO3, 0.25 mol/L NH4NO3, 0.001 mol/L EDTA. We mixed 100 ±0,5 mL of extraction buffer 

with 10 g of fine-grained soil (2 mm) and spiked them for 10 min.  

Root growth experiments in calcium/magnesium solutions 

The control medium (Ca/Mg ratio 1.97) was based on one-fifth strength Murashige-Skoog 

medium and contained: 3.76 mM KNO3, 0.25 mM KH2PO4, 0.3 mM MgSO4, 0.59 mM CaCl2, 

20 µM H3BO3, 0.02 µM CoCl2, 0.02 µM CuSO4, 20 µM FeSO4, 22.4 µM MnSO4, 0.21 µM 

Na2MoO4, 1 µM KI, and 5.98 µM ZnSO4. Medium with Ca/Mg ratio 0.04 contained 0.2 mM 

CaCl2 and 4.5 mM of MgCl2 according to Bradshaw (2005). Medium with Ca/Mg ratio 0.2 

contained 2.15 mM CaCl2 and 6.97 mM MgCl2. Other salts were added in the same 

concentrations as in the control medium. All media were supplemented with 1 % w/v sucrose 

and solidified with 1 % w/v agar (Plant agar; Duchefa, Netherlands). pH of the media was 

adjusted to 6.0 by NaOH. 

Seeds were surface sterilized with 20 % solution of commercial bleach with 0.1 % triton 

for 15 min and washed with distilled water three times. Sterilized seeds were sown on a control 

medium in the 120x120 mm sterile plates and vernalised at 4 °C and in the dark for 7 days. 

After vernalisation, seeds were germinated in a cultivation room with constant growth 

conditions (22/18 °C day/night temperature, 16/8 hours light/dark cycle). Six days after 

germination seedlings were transferred onto media with Ca/Mg ratios 0.2 and 0.04 and 

cultivated for the next nine days in the same cultivation conditions. We fixed plants on the 15th 

day after germination in 4 % formaldehyde overnight, degassed under vacuum, and gradually 

saturated with 15 % and 30 % glycerol. Roots of glycerol-saturated plants were scanned at high 

resolution (1200dpi, 24-bit) and root system traits were measured by Root analyser plug-in in 

NIS Elements AR 3.22.05 software (Laboratory Imaging). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND FIGURES 

STable 1. Details on sampled populations. 

 

Pop Ploidy Population 

name 

Natural 

populations 

Experiment Bedrock 

type 

Altitude Latitude Longitude Country 

N ind 

genome/soil 

ionomics 

N ind 

cultivated in 

total/ionomics 

S treatment  

S1 4x Borovsko 7/8 47/10 serpentine 416 49.68381 15.13326 CZ 

S2 4x Steinegg 7/8 50/10 serpentine 414 48.62993 15.54256 AT 

S3 4x Gulsen 8/8 45/10 serpentine 628 47.28167 14.92764 AT 

N1 4x Vlastejovice 8/8 48/7 siliceous 345 49.73496 15.17484 CZ 

N2 4x Fuglau 8/8 50/9 siliceous 436 48.63149 15.55723 AT 

N3 4x Ingeringgraben 8/8 44/10 siliceous 950 47.28405 14.68154 AT 

  

 

STable 2. Overview of survival and transition to reproduction of individuals in reciprocal 

transplant experiment. 

 
 

 

 

Pop Treatment Total N 

of plants 

Buds Flowers Fruits 

N1 S 24 21 13 6 

N1 N 24 24 22 20 

N2 S 25 24 8 3 

N2 N 25 24 19 14 

N3 S 22 18 13 8 

N3 N 22 19 17 15 

S1 S 23 23 21 17 

S1 N 24 23 22 21 

S2 S 25 23 9 4 

S2 N 25 25 22 15 

S3 S 23 22 22 22 

S3 N 22 22 19 17 
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STable 3. The effects of substrate of origin, population pair and their interaction on total fitness 

inferred by an aster hierarchical model. The aster models consisted of four fitness components, 

which were aligned in the following directional graph: proportion to bolting → proportion to 

flowering → fruit production → total seed mass production. All factors were tested by 

likelihood ratio tests using nested null models (model separately with substrate of origin or 

treatment effects were compared to model including both factors, further the model with both 

substrate of origin and population pair effects were compared to mode with substrate of 

origin*population pair interaction).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STable 4. Differences in total fitness inferred by hierarchical aster models separately for each 

population pair in serpentine and non-serpentine treatment. The differences were tested using 

likelihood ratio tests. 

Population pair Serpentine treatment Non-serpentine treatment 

χ2 p value χ2 p value 

S1-N1 19.52 < 0.0001 0.0006 0.9798 

S2-N2 0.45 0.5002 1.14 0.2851 

S3-N3 366.48 < 0.0001 2.35 0.1251 

 

Treatment Tested 

factor 

Null 

df 

Alternative 

df 

Null 

deviance 

Alternative 

deviance 

Test 

df 

Test 

deviance 

p value 

serpentine Substrate 

of origin 

5 7 20002 20346 2 -344 < 0.0001 

  Population 

pair 

6 7 20031 20346 1 -315 < 0.0001 

  Substrate 

of origin + 

Population 

pair 

7 9 20346 20384 

  

2 -38 < 0.0001 

  

non-

serpentine 

Substrate 

of origin 

5 7 28718 29566 2 -848 < 0.0001 

  Population 

pair 

6 7 29554 29566 1 -12 0.0005 

  Substrate 

of origin + 

Population 

pair 

7 9 29566 29647 2 -81 < 0.0001 
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STable 5 Contribution of phenotypic traits to cumulative fitness of A. arenosa serpentine and 

non-serpentine plants. 

Pop Treatment 

N indiv total/total 

seed mass 

production/above-

ground biomass 

Flower 

production 

and early 

survival 

Fruit 

production 

Late 

survival 

Total seed 

mass 

production 

Above-

ground 

biomass 

Cumulative 

fitness 

N1 S 24/6/10 0.541667 0.461538 0.833333 0.02911 0.018178 0.00011 

N2 S 25/3/16 0.32 0.375 1 0.103093 0.259713 0.003213 

N3 S 22/8/18 0.590909 0.615385 1 1.989026 1.115717 0.806978 

S1 S 23/17/17 0.913043 0.809524 0.823529 0.777088 0.191078 0.090382 

S2 S 25/4/13 0.36 0.444444 0.5 0.3585 0.35725 0.010246 

S3 S 23/22/22 0.956522 1 0.954545 2.818786 0.927159 2.386207 

N1 N 24/20/16 0.916667 0.909091 0.7 0.857097 1.143467 0.571703 

N2 N 25/14/12 0.76 0.736842 0.857143 1.21923 0.955973 0.559464 

N3 N 22/15/14 0.772727 0.882353 0.8 0.893986 1.02013 0.497445 

S1 N 24/21/11 0.916667 0.954545 0.47619 1.136098 0.791321 0.374591 

S2 N 25/15/21 0.88 0.681818 0.933333 0.795385 1.044027 0.465026 

S3 N 22/17/17 0.863636 0.894737 0.882353 1.093541 0.983422 0.733236 
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STable 6. Summary of linear models (LM) testing the effect of substrate of origin, the effect of 

population pair and their interactions on functional traits (ion uptake, morphological life-history 

traits, and fitness proxies) of plants cultivated in serpentine soils. Tests of significance for 

individual fixed effect factors and interaction were conducted by Type III Wald χ2 tests. 

 

Response 

variable 

Transformation Substrate of origin Pop. pair Substrate of 

origin*pop.pair 

Df χ2 p Df χ2 p Df χ2 p 

Ca [ppm] log 1 18.1277 *** 2 9.3029 *** 2 2.6932 . 

Mg [ppm] log 1 5.4663 * 2 7.3841 ** 2 2.6947 . 

Ca/Mg log 1 5.569 * 2 7.8672 ** 2 15.0728 *** 

Co [ppm] log 1 10.5126 ** 2 10.7253 *** 2 1.1056 ns 

Cr [ppm] log 1 22.911 *** 2 41.466 *** 2 11.793 *** 

Ni [ppm] log 1 14.3601 *** 2 62.4837 *** 2 4.8947 * 

Bolting time 

[days] 

log 1 2.0948 ns 2 26.8956 *** 2 12.4542 *** 

Flowering time 

[days] 

log 1 0.007 ns 2 2.8453 . 2 5.116 ** 

Rosette area 

[mm2]  

sqrt 1 122.226 *** 2 6.6118 ** 2 9.7281 *** 

N of additive 

rosettes  

log 1 38.815 *** 2 11.1697 *** 2 4.7695 * 

Total seed mass 

production [mg] 

log 1 31.0958 *** 2 7.204 ** 2 3.3422 * 

Above-ground 

biomass [mg] 

sqrt 1 12.2657 *** 2 12.3582 *** 2 4.7489 * 

Root biomass 

[mg] 

log 1 13.5719 ** 2 14.7037 *** 2 3.3024 . 

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; ∙ p < 0.1 
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STable 7. Effects of substrate of origin (S vs. N), treatment (S vs. N), and their interactions on 

functional traits tested by linear models (LM), binomial generalized linear models (GLM 

binomial), and linear mixed effect models (LMM) for each population pair separately. Tests of 

significance for individual fixed effect factors and interaction were conducted by Type III Wald 

χ2 tests. The random effects in LMM were cultivation run and Petri dish for cultivation. 

Response 

variable 

Tran

sfor

mati

on 

Model Pop.

pair 

Substrate of origin Treatment Ecotype*treatment 

df χ2 p df χ2 p df χ2 p 

Bolting time 

[days] 

log LM 1 1 1.6173 ns 1 5.3656 * 1 1.9493 ns 

Bolting time 

[days] 

log LM 2 1 5.4496 * 1 9.5134 ** 1 0.1474 ns 

Bolting time 

[days] 

log LM 3 1 60.53 *** 1 10.794 ** 1 12.192

9 

*** 

Flowering 

time [days] 

log LM 1 1 0.0067 ns 1 4.1831 * 1 0.0465 ns 

Flowering 

time [days] 

log LM 2 1 2.1932 ns 1 2.1896 ns 1 6.3390 * 

Flowering 

time [days] 

log LM 3 1 17.732 *** 1 5.1573

7 

** 1 5.1469 * 

Rosette area 

[mm2]  

sqrt LM 1 1 48.676 *** 1 251.72

2 

*** 1 33.82 *** 

Rosette area 

[mm2]  

sqrt LM 2 1 42.691

2 

*** 1 144.23

52 

*** 1 7.9263 ** 

Rosette area 

[mm2]  

sqrt LM 3 1 85.345 *** 1 53.616

1 

*** 1 35.877 *** 

N of 

additive 

rosettes  

log LM 1 1 25.152

1 

*** 1 66.807

9 

*** 1 10.401

1 

** 

N of 

additive 

rosettes 

log LM 2 1 13.212

3 

*** 1 94.488

2 

*** 1 2.2259 ns 

N of 

additive 

rosettes 

log LM 3 1 6.4998 * 1 3.4469 

  

* 1 4.1851 

  

* 

Probability 

of fruit 

production 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

1 1 10.229

5 

** 1 14.043 *** 1 2.8821 . 
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Probability 

of fruit 

production 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

2 1 0.1651 ns 1 9.2197 ** 1 0.0287 ns 

Probability 

of fruit 

production 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

3 1 10.734

2 

** 1 4.3036 * 1 5.9476 * 

Total seed 

mass 

production 

[mg] 

log LM 1 1 27.762

9 

*** 1 27.446

6 

*** 1 12.937 *** 

Total seed 

mass 

production 

[mg] 

log LM 2 1 1.5909 ns 1 7.0795 * 1 4.2835 * 

Total seed 

mass 

production [

mg] 

log LM 3 1 6.4173 * 1 0.0225 ns 1 3.0056 . 

  

Above-

ground 

biomass 

[mg] 

sqrt LM 1 1 6.7994 * 1 74.032

1 

*** 1 9.7637 ** 

Above-

ground 

biomass 

[mg] 

sqrt LM 2 1 1.8036 . 1 39.142

7 

*** 1 0.3055 ns 

Above-

ground 

biomass 

[mg] 

sqrt LM 3 1 0.3318 ns 1 0.0068 ns 1 0.0252 ns 

Root 

biomass 

[mg] 

log LM 1 1 19.738 *** 1 77.331 *** 1 17.991 *** 

Root 

biomass 

[mg] 

log LM 2 1 5.6086 * 1 25.390

2 

*** 1 4.8871 * 

Root 

biomass 

[mg] 

log LM 3 1 0.0142

  

ns 1 0.5516

  

ns 1 5.0671

  

* 

Probability 

of late 

survival 

(after fruit 

production) 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

1 1 6.5438 * 1 8.0743 ** 1 2.1933 ns 
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Probability 

of late 

survival 

(after fruit 

production) 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

2 1 0.0848 ns 1 4.8608 * 1 0.0621 ns 

Probability 

of late 

survival 

(after fruit 

production) 

(0/1) 

  GLM 

binomial 

3 1 0.0001 . 1 0.1392 ns 1 0.0001 . 

Total root 

growth [cm] 

log LMM  1 1 126.12 *** 2 61.19 *** 2 45.36 *** 

Total root 

growth [cm] 

log LMM  2 1 72.507 *** 2 102.22

5 

*** 2 44.424 *** 

Total root 

growth [cm] 

log LMM  3 1 119.72

9 

*** 2 79.918 *** 2 26.266 *** 

Main root 

length [cm] 

  LMM  1 1 15.220

7 

*** 2 26.252

0 

*** 2 6.9497 * 

Main root 

length [cm] 

  LMM  2 1 39.866 *** 2 43.007 *** 2 19.634 *** 

Main root 

length [cm] 

  LMM  3 1 92.897 *** 2 54.702 *** 2 23.9 *** 

Density of 

lateral roots 

(number of 

lateral 

roots/main root 

length) 

sqrt LMM  1 1 16.617 *** 2 26.164 *** 2 10.292 ** 

Density of 

lateral roots 

(number of 

lateral 

roots/main root 

length) 

sqrt LMM  2 1 22.098 *** 2 20.394 *** 2 10.882 ** 

Density of 

lateral roots 

(number of 

lateral 

roots/main root 

length) 

sqrt LMM 3 1 156.26

1 

*** 2 108.78

0 

*** 2 54.395 *** 

  
*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; ∙ p < 0.1 
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STable 8. Quantification of parallelism by genes and functions. Percentages of shared 

differentiation candidate genes and significantly enriched gene ontology terms (p < 0.05) in 

biological processes domain - BP, molecular functions - MF, and cellular components - CC 

between any two population pairs when applying the classic algorithm (Alexa and 

Rahnenfuhrer, 2020). We calculated proportion of shared genes or functions as number of 

shared differentiation candidate genes or gene ontology (GO) terms per each two population 

pairs divided by the total number of differentiation candidate genes or GO terms for selected 

population pair combination. Percentages of shared enriched gene ontology terms, which were 

calculated based on GO enrichment without parallel differentiation candidates, are given in 

brackets.  

 

Level S1-N1 – S2-N2 S1-N1 – S3-N3 S2-N2 – S3-N3 

genes 2.38 % 2.40 % 2.16 % 

enriched gene ontology terms BP 8.43 % (5.06 %) 3.87 % (4.43 %) 2.02 % (1.17 %) 

enriched gene ontology terms MF 6.52 % (1.54 %) 5.43 % (1.6 %) 8.06 % (1.7 %) 

enriched gene ontology terms CC 8.41 % (7.02 %) 5.56 % (5.77 %) 5.49 % (2.17 %) 

 

STable 9. Number of protein interactions inferred by STRING for candidate differentiation 

genes for each population pair. 

Population 

pair 

N 

differentiation 

candidate 

genes 

N differentiation 

candidate genes 

interacted in 

total1 

N differentiation 

candidate genes 

interacted with 

genes from at least 

one other 

population pair2 

Proportion1 Proportion2 

S1-N1 494 358 340 0.72 0.69 

S2-N2 513 357 332 0.7 0.65 

S3-N3 504 363 333 0.72 0.66 
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SFig. 1. A) PCA based on all soil variables (population means of 7/8 individual observations - 

STable 1) measured at original sites showing the differentiation between S and N soils. 

Serpentine (S, green dots) and non-serpentine (N, violet dots). B) Variation in the extent of 

parallelism among individual soil elemental concentrations from natural populations. The 

extent of parallelism was estimated as effect sizes (Eta2) in linear models addressing the effect 

of substrate of origin (S vs. N), pop. pair (1, 2, 3) and their interaction, calculated separately for 

each trait (particular elemental soil concentration and Ca/Mg ratio). The effect size of substrate 

of origin (y-axis) shows the extent to which a given trait diverges predictably between substrate 

of origins, i.e., in parallel, while the substrate of origin*pop. pair effect size (x axis) quantifies 

the extent to which serpentine/non-serpentine soil divergence varies across population pairs 

(i.e., deviates from parallel). Points falling above the dashed line have a larger substrate of 

origin effect (i.e. parallel) than substrate of origin*pop. pair interaction effect (i.e. non-

parallel).  Note: green arrows indicate the trend in all serpentine populations; grey points 

indicate the non-significant (p < 0.05) effect of substrate of origin. 

 

SFig. 2. Pairwise Spearman’s correlations among fitness traits. Note: circle size denotes 

significance (larger circle=lower p value), displayed are only circle sizes with p < 0.05). 
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SFig. 3. Differences in vegetative and reproductive fitness traits of three population pairs 

cultivated in local serpentine (S) and non-serpentine (N) soils. Note: asterisks denote the 

significance of substrate of origin*treatment interaction within each population pair (*** p < 

0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; see Table S7); the percentage of plants that had fruits was counted 

from the total number of cultivated plants. 
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SFig. 4. Variation in the uptake of Ca, Mg, and exclusion of Ni, Co, and Cr in serpentine (S) 

and non-serpentine (N) plants cultivated in serpentine soils (S1, S2, and S3). Note: asterisks 

denote the significance of the effect of substrate of origin (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p <= 

0.05); elemental concentrations were assessed from plants after 6 months of cultivation; dots 

denote individuals. 

 


